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PREFACE
Wilhelm Windelband was born in Potsdam in May

of 1848, and died in Heidelberg on October 22nd, 1915.

His preliminary studies in Philosophy were pursued in Berlin

and Gottingen under the guidance of Kuno Fischer and Her'

man Lotze, and in 1870 he presented his first dissertation, en'

titled: "Die Lehren vom Zufall." He then obtained a doctor'

ate at Leipzig with a work entitled: "Die Gewissheit der

Erkenntnis." In 1876 he became a professor of philosophy

at Zurich. From there, in 1877, he went to Freiburg, and

in 1882 to Strassburg, and finally in 1903 to Heidelberg.

Windelband was one of the more important philosopher'

historians of contemporary times. Among his works in this

field are: "Geschichte der neueren Philosophic in ihrem

Zusammenhange mit d. Allgem. Kultur u. den besonderen

Wissenschaften," "Geschichte der abendlandischen Philoso'

phie im Altertum," and "Lehrbuch der Geschichte der Philos-

ophic." These books have exercised a great influence upon

the history of philosophy and upon European philosophical

thought during the last fifty years. Particularly noteworthy

was his conception of the history of philosophy in terms of

particular philosophical problems, rather than in terms of

personalities.

A theoretical point of view is important in his work:

"Praludien-Aufsatze und Reden zur Einfuhrung in die Phi-

losophic
1
' Here he announced the rebirth in German philoso-

phy of a critical return to Kantian doctrine. Due to the

vii
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efforts of Kuno Fischer, Kant had reappeared to the German

conscience as the light that would confound the spectre of

growing materialism. But the return of Kant was based on

an exact interpretation of the world to which the philosopher

of Konigsberg had given scarcely any severely critical con-

sideration. The return to Kant, and to the great German

idealism, signified then, through Windelband, more than

just an effective return to Kantian doctrine. It signified a

return to a delineation of a synthesis in which the sober

austerity of criticism was to glue itself to the wider view

afforded by historical perspective, the result being a new

idealism, more valid and strenuous than that of Kant.

History, Windelband maintained, has need, because it

perpetuates the progress of human generation, of a system

of solid critical foundation, so that the lessons of History

can be most properly applied. Indubitably, the Kantian cate-

gories, the dynamic and mathematical categories, are dis-

covered in the course of historical research, but at the same

time they do not constitute the essence of history. The essence

of History lies in a complex of values and judgements result-

ing therefrom, and it was around this complex that Windel-

band wished to erect his system.

In a lecture at Strassburg in 1894, entitled "Geschichte

und Naturwissenschaft," Windelband proposed that the true

essence of History, and more particularly philosophical his-

tory, was not only values, but critical values; that is to say,

critical judgement. There are two species of judgement, he

continued; theoretical judgement and critical judgement.

The first expresses the reciprocal relationship between two

representative arguments and has no primary place or use

in historical study, whereas the second, critical judgement,
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expresses the relationship between the guiding conscience

and an object of the conscience. While theoretical judgments

already presuppose knowledge and express the taking of a

position, whether it be positive or negative, in regard to a

real thing. The object of philosophy is critical judgement.

Philosophy is not a descriptive science as are other sciences

based on theoretical judgement, such as psychology. The

essential character of critical judgement is the pretension to

absolute truth. Such a claim distinguishes critical judgement

from theoretical judgements and from sentiments of pleasure

or repulsion, and the like. Excluding therefore the psycholo-

gist and the hedonist, the latter of whose judgements are

based on feelings, there remain three forms of critical judge-

ment: Those of logic, those of ethics, and those of esthetics,

these three being indeed the fundamental philosophical

disciplines.

Thus Windelband believed he had pinpointed the genu-

ine significance of criticism and had reduced idealism to its

proper function, implied in the pages of Kant, and explicit

and clear in his own system of judgements. Essential to this

system is what he later called the 'normal conscience,"

through whose criteria all critical judgements are able to be

validly constructed. His system became one of
fc

valid uni-

versal norms,'
1

in which "the ideal measures the value of each

empirical reality." The discipline of Logic has its own proper

norms, as do ethics and esthetics, and it is these that render

possible the true, the good and the beautiful.

From this conception of the "normal conscience" Windel-

band proceeded to the fragmentary formulation of a philoscK

phy of religion. The normal conscience, which transcends
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the empirical conscience, has, must have, a metaphysical

reality. This reality is what he describes as "the more cer'

tain of our interior experiences."

WindelbancTs system was continued by the philosopher

Rickert, and the philosophy of values was eventually in'

corporated into the neo-Kantian School of Baden.

THOMAS P. KIERNAN

New York City
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The Principles of Logic

To discuss the principles of Logic within a strictly limited

space is no small undertaking. For Logic is no exception to

the other sciences. Its principles first gain their significance

and value from the way in which they verify themselves in

the process of establishing, ordering and setting forth their

own special concrete system of doctrine. Since they them'

selves are from their very nature underivable, the evidence in

their favour is only to be found as they prove applicable to

the particular and manifold, which by their means are to be

simplified and universalized.

A special inquiry into principles is, however, compara'

tively easy and free from danger in the case of a particular

science whose main structure is relatively fixed and accepted.

And we should perhaps have found ourselves in this position

with regard to Logic about a century and a half ago. It then

stood as a well-built edifice firmly based on the Aristotelian

foundation, to which subsequent exposition had in the course

of time contributed changes in the arrangements of its parts,

or made more or less prominent additions.

But, as is well known, this state of things was entirely

changed by Kant. The transcendental point of view which
the Critical Philosophy introduced widened the logical prob'

lem, and this was only the first step in an entire change of

principles which has been proceeding since that time in differ'

ent and partly opposing directions. The position of Logic

at the present day is the exact opposite of a uniform and
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commanding structure: its principles are fluid, the contra'

dictions which are to be found between them involve not so

much individual dogmas as fundamental points of view and

problems of method; and no view of these most difficult

questions which a particular writer may present can hope to

establish itself by means of a general discussion, unless it can

verify itself by its pregnant formulation of the special material

into which it is inquiring.

If, nevertheless, I have resolved—not without reluctance

—to publish a critical survey of logical principles, the possi'

bility of so doing is given in the attitude which I have been

able to take up with regard to the different ways in which

Logic has been treated. In the trouble and confusion of the

present philosophical movement every one of these principles

has, from its own standpoint, been developed in a more or

less valid way. It would indeed be incomprehensible were

there not at least some kernel of relevant truth in each of

them. The error of one-sidedness only begins when that

which is justifiable in its own place asserts itself as alone

valid and as the complete truth,—when it thinks it ought

to exclude all else. Any one who has looked on long enough

at the interaction of different points of view, or has himself

been engaged therewith, must be finally convinced that an

exhaustive solution of the great aggregate of logical problems

can only grow up out of the union of all the different methods

of treatment to which Logic has been subjected in virtue of

the inner essential manifoldness of its nature. But no weak

putting together or eclectic indecision can bring about this

union. What is required is a systematic whole, in which

the different special problems and the principles whereby
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they can be solved are organically developed from the funda'

mental problem in their articulated order.

In order to do this, however, it is necessary to conceive

the task of Logic in the most comprehensive way. It must be

regarded as the Philosophical Doctrine of Knowledge, as the

theory of Theoretical Reason. Metaphysics and Natural

Philosophy which, according to the ancient division of PhiW
ophy, were included under Physics, fall, according to post-

Kantian thought, within the province of the Critique of

Knowledge and Theory of Science; and if we are to regard

these as integral parts of Logic then it comprises the entire

contents of theoretic Philosophy. And on this account Logic

cannot be confined to the abstract questions raised from the

different points of view from which its aspects have been

grasped. On the other hand, these individual standpoints find

their particular justification and their historical possibility

precisely in the fact that each one in its place is grounded

in the systematic continuity of a philosophical Theory of

Knowledge.

For according to the Critical Method, through which

alone there is assigned to Philosophy a problem and province

of inquiry of its own, clearly marked off against all other

sciences, philosophical thought is everywhere directed

towards the task of inquiring into those activities of human

reason by means of which, in the course of history, the entire

structure of civilization has grown up. The object of such an

inquiry is to discover how far general postulates of reason,

which are independent of the specific conditions of humanity

and which find their justification entirely in themselves, have

attained to consciousness and effective value. Hence there are

only three fundamental philosophical sciences: Logic, Ethics
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and Esthetics, corresponding to the fundamental psychical

activities of knowing, willing and feeling and to the forms

which human culture has taken: Science, Morality and Art.

For the psychical functions relevant to these provinces and

their external manifestation in the life of mankind are all

empirically given; and the critical reflection of Philosophy,

starting from the foundation thus furnished in experience,

must decide whether and how far the value of the contribu-

tions of human reason to this natural and historical structure

has been over-estimated.

It follows that in indicating the main stages of the way

from the a posteriori to the a priori for Logic, or the theoret-

ical part of Philosophy, we must, if our assumption is valid,

show how the different points of view from which Logic can

be and has been treated are the necessary stages of this

advance. And at the same time we must be able to show

clearly, from the systematic inter-connexion of the whole,

not only the right but also the limitations of the right of each

one of these individual standpoints.

I. PHENOMENOLOGY OF KNOWLEDGE

The empirical material for a philosophical discipline pre-

sents itself formally in two ways; on the one hand as a mass

of immediate experiences of the pre-scientific consciousness,

on the other as ordered systems of concepts which have been

already developed out of the former by the empirical sciences.

Thus Ethics deals with the volitional experiences which are

familiar to every individual—with his moral judgments and

his general moral and legal relations. But it also deals with

what it learns from Psychology as to the action of motives,
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from Jurisprudence as to the historical and systematic estate

lishment of legal institutions, from Ethnology and the science

of History as to the development of morality and all the

changing forms of the relation between the individual and

the social will.

The empirical data of Philosophy have a two-fold charac-

ter in another respect. This necessarily arises from the fact

that the rational activities of the human mind appear on the

one hand as functions of the individual consciousness which

are everywhere the same and which are governed by natural

laws, on the other as results of the entire historical life of the

race. Thus the data of philosophical ^Esthetics consist, on

the one hand, of the processes of intuiting and feeling, of

enjoying and creating; on the other of the forms taken by

Art among different nations and of the historical inter-

connexion of its origin and its valuation.

The distinction between the data of experience and the

data of empirical theory, and also the distinction between

what is given in the mental nature common to all men and in

the historically differentiated forms of humanity reappear,

although of course with a certain fluidity of outline, within

the province of the Phenomenology of Knowledge. We
understand by this latter term the sum total of the empirical

phenomena of knowledge which constitute the given pre-

suppositions of Logic as theoretical philosophy. We find

these first of all in the familiar processes of the individual

consciousness which we all mean when we speak from our

immediate experience of knowing; we find them also in the

theories which the empirical sciences, led by Psychology,

have developed in order to describe and causally explain

these phenomena. But, in addition to these, the facts which
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underlie Logic are given in the entire group of sciences; for

the sciences exhibit the historical forms of human knowledge,

and it is in or by them, in their historical sequence, that

logical thought has progressively sought to determine the

nature, the meaning and the value of knowledge and of

science.

If, now, we survey critically the different stages of the

Phenomenology of Knowledge we must start from the fundd'

mental fact which underlies all logical reflection. It is that we
make a distinction, from the point of view of value, between

the true and the false. But though this fundamental presuppo-

sition of Logic may meet with universal acceptance in this

very general form, yet we shall soon see that, in its different

moments, it requires a more exact definition. For, on the one

hand, it may be asked what precisely are the ideational forms

to which this logical distinction of value between true and

false is applicable; and on the other, though we may in

practice be tolerably agreed as to what we mean when we
attribute or deny the value of truth to certain mental forms,

yet directly we try to form a more exact conception, and to

formulate more definitely the meaning of this evaluation we
find ourselves involved in difficulties whose solution can be

expected to follow only from the very latest and most delicate

developments of the problems of Logic. So we see at once

that even these phenomenological prolegomena cannot be

treated without reference to ultimate questions, and that

all those attempts which restrict themselves to one of these

empirical stages are necessarily inadequate.

This is pre-eminently true of the psychological treatment

of logical problems. Psychology must, in any case, supply

the first foundation. For there is no doubt that it is as psy
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chical processes that we are first aware of apprehending and

knowing, and although Philosophy may apply to them her

own particular method of treatment, yet she is compelled to

take for granted that there are settled and exact terms for

these universally familiar experiences; and this assumption

is the more indispensable in proportion as the expressions

for the different kinds and phases of mental activity are vague

and indefinite in all languages. This condition of popular

speech is indeed quite comprehensible and even unavoidable

in face of the fineness and delicacy with which the manifold

threads of mental life are graded and interwoven: hence

the first demand which Logic (and by analogy, Ethics and

^Esthetics) has to make on the preparatory labours of Psy

chology is the creation of a settled and unambiguous termi-

nology, and this requirement is, precisely in the case of

Logic, not yet perfectly satisfied. When, for example, it was

said above that there are ideational forms the truth-value of

which Logic has to discuss, and the question arises as to

which these forms are, the word idea (Vorstellung) is taken

in the general sense (after Kant and Herbart), according to

which it means the entire theoretic and disinterested function-

ing of consciousness, in contradistinction to those interested

states of mind which appear as feelings or as acts of will.

But this wide meaning of idea (Vorstellung) is far from being

generally accepted: many psychologists and logicians oppose

idea, taken in the narrower sense as "immediate perception,
1 "'

to thinking itself—as, for instance, it is said something may

be conceived but not intuited (vorgestellt) . Such regrettable

disagreements, which necessarily involve logical uncertainties,

are doubtless due to the fact that Psychology was for so long

pursued by philosophers who laid the chief emphasis on its
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general problems and doctrines. Not till Psychology has be'

come an empirical discipline, completely independent of

Philosophy so that different thinkers can work at it con'

tinuously, not till then may we hope that Logic (and Philoso'

phy in general) will be able to speak ol the psychological

data which it has to accept from empirical science with the

same exactitude and unambiguity as it can speak tO'day,

when working with the concepts of Mathematics and Physics.

Until this goal is reached every logician, in order to safe

guard his own inquiry and ensure absence of ambiguity,

must begin by defining as clearly as possible the fundamental

psychological concepts which he requires.

The next consideration, from the logical point of view,

is a systematic terminology, and this is the business of des'

criptive Psychology. But such a formal arrangement as is

herein involved can, for methodological reasons (see below,

p. 51 f.), only be acquired and established, if it is to be

scientifically satisfactory, by the genetic method. Hence Logic

cannot be indifferent to theoretical Psychology, which has

always occupied itself in examining how and by what stages

judging and knowing, as the highest and most significant

activities, have developed from the elementary beginnings of

sensuous presentation. The most important presupposition of

this psychogenetical inquiry is the view which, since the time

of Locke, has been accepted almost as self-evident, and has

seldom been called in question, viz. that the ultimate con'

stituents, into which we can analyse the always complex

content of our conscious experience existed originally as

simple elements. From this point of view it is usual to take

senscperceptions as the psychophysical foundation of all

perceptual life, and the theory based on this goes on to discuss
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what are the gradated series and the laws according to which

complex ideas are constructed out of these simple ideas, and,

finally, how the abstract is derived from the concrete. This

construction of the theoretical consciousness has been worked

out most delicately and carefully in its various stages by the

Ideology of the eighteenth century, in which the impulse to

system-making which had shipwrecked on Metaphysics in'

demnified itself in various ways. The controversy of that

time centered round the principle as to whether such a trans-

formation of the lower forms into higher, of the elementary

into finer states of consciousness, takes place automatically

according to the laws of physical mechanism or of psychical

chemistry (as the Associationist psychologists say), or

whether the various faculties and finally consciousness itself

as essentially continuous and one must also be invoked. The

prolonged dispute as to innate ideas reduced itself to this

question in the end. The decision of all these genetical pro-

blems, however, while for the Ideologist a matter of life and

death, and for Theoretical Psychology of the greatest signifi-

cance, is for Logic itself quite irrelevant; for Logic is con-

cerned not with the origin but with the validity or truth of

ideas. Logic is interested in these psychogenetic inquiries

only in so far as they are necessary or fitted to make the differ-

ent types of presentation-processes clear and distinct through

their inter-relations. But if this evolutionary history of know-

ing, as it has actually taken place, is, as the Ideologists wished,

and to a certain extent still wish, put in the place of Logic

itself it only shows that they have not yet penetrated as far as

logical problems. There are logical principles of Psychology

(as of every science) , but there are no psychological principles

of Logic.
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The most important point for Logic in the phenomeno-

logical survey of psychological presuppositions will always

be the question as to the nature of the ideas with the validity

of which it is concerned and what this validity itself signifies.

These two questions, as any one may easily satisfy himself,

are intimately connected; they cannot therefore be decided

at this stage, but can only be discussed with a view to a

preliminary orientation. The naive consciousness is indeed

only too ready to declare presentations and also ideas,

whatever their nature and origin, to be true in the sense that

the presented content is real independently of the ideational

activity, or that that which possesses an esse in intellectu must

also be supposed to possess an esse in re. This view is then

applied to concepts and judgments in the same sense as to

the sense-perceptions out of which this connected view of

the naive presentation of the world has been developed. This

conception of truth, which is usually defined as the corres-

pondence of the idea with reality, I will call transcendental

and the underlying theory the representative theory; its

meaning is that the task of apprehending is to present the

world as it is and this demand can of course be applied to

any idea whatsoever, simple or complex, primitive or artificial.

Nevertheless, a little reflection suffices to show to us that the

employment of this conception of truth at once involves

us in difficulties, for when we wish to test the correspondence

we find we can only compare an idea with other ideas, never

with its putative object. Moreover, there are actual truths,

such as arithmetical propositions, for instance, of which not

even the most ingenious explanation can show in what sense

their content can be said to correspond with any kind of

reality. So we get, side by side with the first concept of
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truth a second—the immanent; and it is self-evident that

this truth is concerned not with any one idea but with the

relation between different ideas. How far the relation be-

tween the ideational content and the so-called object of the

naive view of the world still more or less clearly stands in the

background cannot here be inquired into. At this point it is

of far more significance for us that, amongst the different

kinds of ideas, the one which itself concerns the relation be-

tween ideas, namely the judgment, appears in the foreground

of the logical field of interest.

But the psychology of the judgment had discovered even

in antiquity, in addition to the act of thought which it un-

doubtedly contains, a still further moment which the Stoics

called ouyKocT&Bsaic; : it is the affirmation or negation, the

acceptance or rejection, the adoption or refusal of the con-

tent of the judgment. After some neglect this moment was

again brought forward by Descartes, but it has only obtained

full and express recognition amongst the logicians and psy-

chologists of the present day; and even to-day we may still

say that, as regards terminology and in many respects also

in essentials, no unanimous and unambiguous decision has

been reached. If the judgment is regarded as a psychical

activity there can be no doubt that both moments, the theor-

etical and the practical, as they have been called, are equally

essential,—a conceived content and the attitude taken up

towards its truth-value. In the psychological sense, however,

the second moment is so essential that it constitutes the

specific difference between the judgment and the remaining

kinds of ideas, or of thought. Logical thought, on the other

hand, which is concerned with the essential value of the

conceptual content, and not with whether it is or is not
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recognised by empirical subjects, will remain inclined to

determine the judgment as did Aristotle, essentially by its

theoretical significance, and hence to treat its acceptance or

rejection as an empirical and secondary determination. The

main difficulty, however, lies in the fact that even Pure (or

Normative) Logic, owing to that fundamental distinction

between the true and the false, cannot separate affirmation

and negation from the essence of the judgment. Hence it is

that the attitude taken up by a logician on questions of princ-

iple is so largely determined by his attitude towards the

quality of the judgment; hence, too, the explanation of the

important role played by the theory of negation in modern

logical literature.

The moment of "assent," however, presents still further

aspects, which are extremely interesting for psychogenetic

investigation. In its contrast to the theoretical act of think-

ing it exhibits itself partly as a function of feeling, partly as

one of will, and as such it may, according to general psy-

chological principles, be explained both as to character and

origin in various ways. The ideational content has the

characteristic of bringing with it the feeling of approval,

and is hence regarded as evidence; while the feeling itself

has several different shades of meaning, such as belief, the

feeling of conviction, the feeling of validity, the consciousness

of validity, etc. It is by means of this feeling that "true
11

ideas are distinguished from others and declared to be "valid.
11

Acceptance and validity may here have as a secondary mean-

ing either transcendental or immanent truth, but they may

also be quite destitute of both these meanings, in which case

they imply nothing more than immediate necessity of

thought. We will call this last concept of truth formal, be-
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cause in itself it involves no sort of relation to objects. It is,

however, a far-reaching and interesting task for Psychology

to establish in which cases and according to what laws this

feeling of value does actually occur. Opinion and belief as

well as perception and knowledge fall within the sphere of

this inquiry; indeed, the task of Psychology here is to establish

the marks which from the psychological point of view dis-

tinguish the purely theoretical grounds on which perception

and knowledge are accepted from those of opinion and belief.

David Hume, in his Treatise, has carried through with ex-

emplary subtlety the analysis of the ideational process in

which belief is transferred from one idea to another by means

of association: but precisely because of the purely psycho-

logical principle of his inquiry he was not able to establish

any logically valid distinction between the different kinds of

association.

Further, if the "acceptance" which is contained in the

judgment be treated psychologically as a volitional act, the

question as to its place in the teleological complex of con-

scious life, namely, as to its aims and motives, must be raised.

The judging of ideas as true or false, implying as it does

approbation or disapprobation, can only take place in a

process of thought, which is either itself purposive or which

pronounces upon what is not purposive, and it presupposes

that truth exhibits some value for the judging consciousness.

Now, psychogenetically, truth has no primary value for

mankind. Like all the results of civilization it attains value by

means of many media, and, in accordance with a general law,

begins as means and becomes an end in itself. Undoubtedly

it has value only within the kingdom of science and even there

only for a small fragment of the body of investigators: for
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the great mass of men truth is still only a means to the attain-

ment of all kinds of other aims. If we trace the stages by

which truth attains value, whether in the individual or in

the race, we see that it only becomes dear to man as he

finds it useful and as he needs it to carry on his affairs; hence

the direction and the sphere in which he seeks for truths

have at all times been determined by his simple or more com-

plex, lower or higher needs. We thus understand that for

this psychogenetic and, in the last instance, biological ex-

amination all kinds of grounds for accepting an idea as true

led to practical results, changing sensuous into motor pro-

cesses in different ways. In this respect, therefore, perception

and knowledge had no advantage over opinion and belief.

At this stage the only question is that of the strength and

effectiveness of the feeling of validity, and we can under-

stand why, both in ancient and in modern times, psychologists

should substitute the use and the practical effects of ideas

for their truth which, at any rate, theoretically, could not

be clearly defined. It is in this niche in the entrance porch of

Logic that Pragmatism with all its rhetoric has its home.

In these inquiries into the development of the truth-value

we have already overstepped the sphere of individual con-

scious life and have reached the socio*psychological presuppo-

sitions of Logic. For perceiving and knowing as empirical

functions are entirely social in their nature. They are integral

parts of the common mental life—for the lonely strivings

after truth of the individual are a late product of civilisation

which is always rooted in some historical community of

knowledge and tends to discharge itself into it again. Hence

among the marks of the concept of truth must be reckoned

the universality of recognition or validity. This cannot in-
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deed be actually universal, for it is hardly ever attained even

within very narrow social connexions, and even were it

attained it would be no guarantee of truth. But the claim to

universal validity, which every affirmation of truth implies,

and the reference to a plurality of subjects who judge are

the outcome of the social community, and therefore also an

empirical symbol of the actual necessity which the very

notion of truth primarily implies.

The social character of cognition, however, shows itself

above all in the fact that it finds its expression in speech,

as the most characteristic vehicle of the common life. The

connexions between thought and speech, therefore, form a

most important subject for the Phenomenology of Knowl'

edge, and what Psychology, Physiology and the Science of

Language have to say about it cannot in its last results be a

matter of indifference for Logic. All perception and knowl-

edge are given us first of all as expressed in language; hence

the question arises as to how far and in what way the inner

processes, which are the essential ones for Logic, really attain

to adequate presentment in that external form. For certainly,

according to our experience, there is hardly an act of thought

without at any rate a slight impulse towards speech, and we
have no reason to assume that the processes of consciousness

which go on in general images, still less in concepts and

generic concepts, are ever empirically given without the help

of words. As a matter of fact every man learns to think as

his powers of speech grow. But however dependent on speech

thought may be as an actual function, yet it is neither en-

tirely bound up with it nor essentially identical with it. Not
only pathological states, such as aphasia, but also whole

stretches of normal conscious movement both in imagination
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and in thought, when the idea or state of mind struggles in

vain for expression in speech, prove that the content of

consciousness is independent of speech. And on the other

hand, speech may run on mechanically without bearing with

it the corresponding movement of ideas in consciousness. In

any case, however, speech is essentially different from

thought. We have only to consider the multiplicity of lan-

guages to make this often overlooked relation clear. The

didactic value of being able to speak several languages con-

sists precisely in this, that the possibility of different ex-

pressions for the same ideational content is continually ex-

perienced; and with this the naive belief, that the thing is

necessarily given and self-evident in the word, falls to pieces.

But it must, above all, be clearly laid down that the linguistic

relational forms are nothing less than imitations of the forms

of the movement and association of ideas. They are in them-

selves something quite different—namely, signs for these.

And it is to this symbolical character that they owe their

amazing mutability and capacity for modulation. Bound up

with this is the fact that the relation between thought and

speech-forms is far from being always the same. On the con-

trary, as words are sometimes homonymous and sometimes

synonymous, so also the same forms of speech sometimes

stand for different forms of thought, and the same forms

of thought are expressed in different forms of speech. Herein

lies the marvellous secret of speech,—that its fluid indetermi-

nateness, which is no small part of its aesthetic charm, is, as

a general rule, in no way prejudicial to mutual understanding.

Moreover, speech, whose business it is to give living ex-

pression to the spiritual community as a whole, and to all its

interests, has many other purposes besides that of knowledge,
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and all of these have co-operated in forming it. At any rate

the natural evolution of speech expresses the capricious play

of ideas rather than the purposed processes of knowledge. It

was the discipline of critical thought which first left traces

of itself in the language of civilised people. In the light of all

these considerations we shall be able to decide what signi-

ficance the phenomenology of knowledge has to attribute to

the appearance in speech of thought and perception. The

fundamental logical act, the judgment, finds its verbal form

in the proposition; hence it is historically comprehensible why
the first logical theories did not get beyond the analysis of

the proposition, the discovery of its constituent parts, its

forms and kinds. This was the origin of the attempts at

logical investigation made by the Greek Sophists, and we find

echoes of this in Aristotle, and still more among the Stoics:

the amalgamation of Logic partly with Grammar and partly

with Rhetoric was, as is well known, revived in principle in

Kamism, and has also appeared later here and there. In oppo-

sition to this, as we have already seen, we may say that,

though logical form dawned upon consciousness hand in

hand with speech form, yet it must never be confused with

the latter. The relation is, indeed, rather the reverse—the

riper forms of linguistic culture, so far as we are concerned

with the life of ideas, can really only be understood by means

of their logical significance. There are certainly logical princ-

iples of Grammar, but there are no grammatical principles

of Logic.

The psychical and linguistic forms of knowledge are to

be found within the entire circle of the ideational life where

and whenever it is a question of knowledge and perception,

whether that knowledge be purposive or not. But from this
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great mass of material those historical forms emerge which,

as Sciences, make up the narrower object of logical inquiry.

For by Science we understand that knowledge which knows

itself as such, being as conscious of its aim as of its grounds,

of the problem it has to solve as of its manner of knowing.

It is on these grounds that there falls within the sphere of

logical values all that knowledge which has been brought into

existence by the experience and reflexion of daily life; never-

theless, in its own proper field, Logic appears as the philosoph-

ical theory of science, and it is in this sense that the sciences

—as they exist as historically evolved facts—form the em-

pirical foundation by which Logic has to orientate itself. We
cannot state too clearly at the outset that Logic must never

dream of interfering with the work of the special sciences

(which indeed it has very seldom attempted to do) . It is in

no wise its object to shake their foundations, but, taking

them as actual knowledge, to study their philosophical signi-

ficance. How much this amounts to positively can only be

really developed in Logic itself, partly as Methodology, partly

as Theory of Knowledge. In this preliminary phenomeno-

logical discussion all we have to do is to repudiate in toto

those unjustifiable claims on the other sciences which have

been imputed to Logic. At the same time it equally behooves

us to make quite clear that Logic does not content itself

with merely registering the methods of procedure of the

different sciences. Nor does it study the actual theories with

which they occupy themselves in order to distil out of them

general and abstract results. Every science, it is self-evident,

must have its own ways and purposes. Occasions will not

be wanting to any discipline when, for instance, it will feel

the necessity either of considering, a propos of new problems
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as they arise, its method of treatment, or of finding a system'

atic form for an instructive synthesis of results arrived at,

etc., etc. Thus within every special science, whether worked

out by itself or not, lies a method, and hence a fragment of

Logic; and modern Positivism is inclined, as Comte avowedly

did, to regard the ascending series of these methods as an

alternative for a special science of Logic. But to do this is

to lose sight of the fact that in the selecting and mustering of

the disciplines thus collated general points of view are as'

sumed which would not be obtained from any one of these

special sciences; and the recognition of this fact leads us

back once more to the field of Logic as a special, that is to

say, a Philosophical, science.

This sketch of the Phenomenology of Knowledge was

almost bound to lead us into polemics, because we had to

show that within these spheres are to be found materials

only, not principles of Logic. It follows from this that all

those ways of treating Logic which do not advance beyond

one or other or even several of these preliminaries do not do

justice to the philosophical problems of our science. On the

other hand, I should like, in conclusion, once more to empha'

sizie the fact that all these phenomenological preliminaries

—

the fixing of a psychological terminology, the tracing of the

genetic process which produces the feeling of value, the in'

sight into the delicate relations existing between thoughts

and their verbal expression, the comprehensive knowledge of

the methods of work in the different sciences—that all

these preparatory labours are indispensable for any logical

inquiry and theory.
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But such a theory and its articulation must start from

the most general character of the theoretic consciousness.

We find this in Kant's principle of synthesis. Every idea, at

every stage, has a multiplicity of moments, however limited,

which, while distinct from one another, are yet connected

with one another by some sort of relation into a unity. The
content of consciousness is never simple and indivisible; it is

the indivisible act of ideating which brings the plurality of

the contents into a unity—the synthetic unity—higher than

any which could be brought about by a formal connexion.

On this rests the fundamental distinction between the con"

tent and the form of an idea. These must not be understood

as two separate psychical realities, which unite with one

another in the act of knowing: as, for instance, it has been

held that the form was the permanent, the content the change

ing reality within consciousness. It would be truer to say

that among psychical facts there can never be found a single

form which is not that of a manifold of contents united to'

gether by it; or a single content which has not many elements,

which are only bound together into a synthetic unity by a

form. It is only abstract thought that can separate form from

content: but since in doing so it turns the form itself into

a content (or "object") of an idea, it cannot help thinking

it again in turn under some form; while in trying to isolate

the content and to separate it from its form, it is obliged to

think the various moments in another relation, i.e. under

another form. But in this abstraction we see once more how
peculiarly complicated is the relation between form and con'

tent. Often enough the same form may embrace very different

contents, and occasionally the same content may appear in

different forms, and it is this which enables them to be
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separated in abstract thinking. On the other hand, it is not

possible to apply every form to any multiplicity of moments of

content, nor is every content compatible with any kind of

form. And here we come on an inner and essential relation

between form and content, the investigation of which (till

now rather overlooked) lies on the borderland between Psy

chology and Logic: for this relation embraces the whole

gamut of possibilities from the clear and necessary formula'

tion of the content, to that which is contingent and allowed

by it, or even to that which it itself rejects. The closer in"

quiries which are demanded by this perhaps most difficult

problem of the theoretical consciousness can, of course, here

only be indicated in the most general way. In a certain sense

we may say that the course of logical theory, as it will be

sketched cut in the following pages, consists precisely in the

systematic advance from the analysis of the form of thought

to the understanding of the relation which exists between

this form and its content.

Our first task, therefore, is to isolate by abstraction those

forms of thought which are indispensable to the attainment of

truth in perceiving and knowing, and to exhibit their im-

mediate evidence. We call this part of our inquiry, Formal

or Pure Logic, inasmuch as here we have to abstract from

every relation to any particular knowledge-content, although,

of course, not from content in general, which would be im-

possible. The forms so discovered are valid for all kinds of

thinking which have truth as their object, whether pre-

scientific or scientific; and as we can still pay no attention to

the especial subject-matter, we are dealing with the kind of

truth which we have on that very ground decided above to

call formal.
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It is the second part of Logic, namely Methodology, that

deals with the particular content of knowledge and the objects

for which it stands; for the task of Methodology is to ex'

hibit the purposive interconnexion of logical forms, by which

the particular sciences attain their end with regard both to

the formal and the essential nature of these objects. And
we must show in how many different ways the individual

disciplines are able to exhibit the systematic inter-connexion

of all the elements of knowledge which lie within their

province. In this sense Methodology is chiefly concerned with

immanent truth, i.e. the agreement of ideas amongst them'

selves.

Finally, out of the labour of the sciences grows up the

world'conception which, in opposition to the subjective

opinions and convictions of the individual, has a purely

theoretic foundation. Philosophical criticism has not to ques'

tion the objective validity of this conception, but rather to

ask as a final problem how such an objective world'conception

is related to the absolute reality which, according to the pre

suppositions of the naive consciousness, forms its object.

The Theory of Knowledge to which we assign this problem

can bring forward for its solution no other arguments than

those which are offered by the special sciences themselves,

and by the first two parts of Logic. Only by means of these

shall we finally be able to decide whether and how far and

in what sense human knowledge guarantees that transcen'

dental truth which hovers in the background as the undefined

presupposition of all prcphilosophical knowledge.
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II. PURE OR FORMAL LOGIC

Pure Logic, or Logic in the narrower sense of the word,

is generally defined as the doctrine of the forms of thought.

But this definition requires qualification, and we must make

clear at starting that Logic deals only with the forms of right

thin\ing, with those which are deliberately selected from all

the psychologically possible forms of ideational movement,

as conducive to the attainment of truth. It must not be sup'

posed to teach how people actually think, but how they

should think if they want to think rightly. Further, while

this customary definition sufficiently marks out the difference

in principle between Logic and Psychology, we must not over'

look the reference implied in it to that fundamental part of

empirical thought we have already touched upon, namely,

that it is exposed to error, and has to decide whether the

results it arrives at are correct or incorrect. And though this

reference to the alternative between true and false cannot be

excluded by any attitude we may assume towards logical

problems, yet it is necessary to point out at the beginning

that the validity of these forms must, in the last instance, be

entirely independent of the strivings towards knowledge of

the empirical and, more especially, of the human conscious'

ness.

This agrees with the view which makes the general valid'

ity of the progress of thought the criterion between logical

and psychological forms; but even this reference to the em'

pirical plurality of subjects can have significance only as

emanating from the inner and essential necessity of the

logical. In any actual agreement about truth, the universality

of thought, looked at fundamentally (as, for instance, by

Socrates in contradistinction to the Sophists) , only furnishes
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the empirical occasion and handle for the attempt to prove

the truth. This is evident from the fact that universal validity

is demanded rather than given: its value therefore is that of

a derivative rather than an original sign, and if we take it as

our starting point it is only because we are obliged to start

from the real life of ideas.

Finally, all these considerations determine the sense in

which the logical thought'form may be described as the norm

and formal Logic as a normative discipline. For, as a matter of

fact, on the side which it turns towards empirical thought,

Logic, as the art of right thinking, has to establish norms;

but the significance and the basis, the original validity of

these norms must be quite independent of whether there are

subjects capable of erring, whose empirical ideas sometimes

follow and sometimes conflict with them. And here we come

on a double aspect of all logical laws: on the one hand they

are rules for the empirical consciousness, according to which

all thinking which has truth for its aim should be carried on;

on the other they have their inner and independent signify

cance and being, quite independent of the actual happening

of ideational processes, which are or are not in accordance

with them. We may call the latter their valueHn'themselves,

the former their valuefor'us, where by "us" we understand

not only us men but any individual subjects whatever who,

like ourselves, have to distinguish among their ideas between

true and false or correct and incorrect.
1
Starting from "us"

1 E. Lask in his Lehre vom Urteil (Tubingen, 1912) which I unfortunately

did not see until I was correcting my proofs, has made the happy suggestion

that we should distinguish the two pairs of opposites, used promiscuously as

a rule, in the sense of these two meanings (a.a.O. p. 13fF.). The terminology

employed by him seems to me on the whole more appropriate and to the pur'

pose than the inverse of Bergmann (cf. ibid. p. 26), only I should prefer to

use "false" in opposition to "true" (Wahr) rather than to "correct" (Richtig).
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the logical is an "ought," but this "ought
11

must be grounded

in something whose value consists in itself, and which only

through its relation to a consciousness capable of error be

comes for this latter a precept, a norm.

A prominent example of this double aspect meets us on

the threshold of Formal Logic as soon as we ask how we

can at all count on coming to an agreement as to the forms

of universally valid, that is, of correct thinking. For all in'

vestigation and reflexion, all proof or refutation both in gen'

eral and with regard to the logical problem would be pur'

poseless if the rational consciousness did not recognise a

normative constraint as soon as an assertion is made. It is

only through such a constraining norm that we can proceed

from one assertion to others, "assertion
11

being used here to

include affirmations and denials. I should like to call this

most general requirement of that thinking whose object is

truth the Principle of Consequence. It includes a whole

number of traditional formulae, for example, that with the

ground the consequence is also given, that with the cancel'

ling of the conclusion, the ground is cancelled, etc.—as sub'

ordinate specifications; but when stated in its general form,

it expresses the fact that within the sphere of the logical

march of thought the consciousness of validity, which on

opinion and belief is produced by many and by many kinds

of causes, must only be determined on theoretical grounds.

But this primary demand of all thought that professes to be

perception and hopes to become knowledge is but the side,

normally turned towards empirical thinking, of the fact that

there is in the thought'eontent itself such an immanent inter'

connexion that if something is true then something else is

true and something else not true. This interconnexion of
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valid ideas which is determined by form alone is itself the

ultimate reason why, when supporting or denying a thesis

in argument, we can compel our opponent, on the ground of

assertions already admitted, to acknowledge other assertions.

This "objective" meaning (as I will call it for the sake of

brevity, although extremely unwillingly, on account of the

vagueness of the term) involves, as is easy to see, the funda-

mental problem of the Theory of Knowledge, while the sub'

jective meaning offers at once a handle for Formal Logic,

but also contains for the latter a presupposition which cannot

be proved because it is itself the principle of all proof. The

same holds good for the methodological treatment of all the

rules of right thinking which Formal Logic can lay down;

their proof lies partly in the evidence they furnish to the

normal consciousness, and partly also in the logical con-

sistency and consequence in which they stand to one another

as a system. But if any man stumbles at the fact that when

we want to think about thought we must, in so doing, already

follow the norms of right thinking—there is no arguing

with him.

The matter is less simple when we come to the exhibition

and the methodical investigation of logical forms. Here

phenomenology must supply the guiding thread according

to which reflexion on the norms follows the principle that

for every phase of the actual movement of ideas conditions

are brought into consciousness under which they are recog-

nized as generally valid and, in the normative sense, necessary

for thought. The primitive connexion between Logic and

Grammar has had in this respect a long-lasting effect: as in

the synthetic reconstruction of speech words were taken as

the elements, the sentence as their combination and the para-
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graph as the combination of sentences, so it was thought that

Logic ought to start with the concept and proceed from the

concept to the judgment and from the judgment to the con"

elusion. This trichotomy prevails to a great extent in the

scholastic Logic even of the present day.

Here, then, we are met with the necessity of distinguish'

ing methodologically between linguistic and logical forms,

Xoyoq irpocpopiKoc; and Xoyoq ev&i&Getoc;. . The concept

as a logical form, which must be carefully distinguished from

the idea of the primitive consciousness expressed in a word, is

always the result of a judgment on which it is founded. The

concept thus attained, however, when it has received a fixed

name, may afterwards be analysed, and it thus forms the

ground of a judgment which attributes to it one of its own
signs. Only these (in the Kantian sense) analytical judgments

presuppose concepts as their ground, whereas the synthetic

judgments, on the other hand, in which perception consists,

form and found concepts. If we distinguish between the

meanings of the linguistic expressions usually so promisai'

ously used, we may say: all perception (meaning that think'

ing which while it seeks the truth is still in a state of flux)

terminates in synthetic judgments and thus produces con'

cepts. These concepts embody the knowledge which has

been secured once and for all; in further perception it may

be made fluid once more and may be used in analytical judg'

ments for new advances in thought. In this process it is

not unconditionally necessary (for sometimes, indeed, it can

only be secured artificially by awkwardness of speech) that

what we have here called a concept should be expressed in

a single word. Logically considered, the concept is percep'

tion congealed into knowledge: in the judgment and in per-
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ception we gain, in the concept and in knowledge we possess

the truth. But for this reason the logical structure of the

concept is identical with that of the judgment; only the

different stages of the ideational life in its striving after

truth generally find, as word and as proposition, different

expressions. When I say: "the will is free" I think exactly

the same relation between "will" and "free" as in the word

freedom-of-the-will; but in the judgment I assert the truth of

the relation while in the concept I may only think it without

taking up any attitude towards its truth-value. The concepts,

however, which make up knowledge have been confirmed by

means of perception, and hence they preserve the moment of

validity. We must distinguish from these those auxiliary con-

cepts which are formed and used provisionally in the course

of investigation without any attempt to determine their value

as truth: they remain for the time problematic or hypothetical.

If we add to these considerations the further one that

inference is nothing else but a way of establishing judgments,

and is indeed a judgment by means of judgments, it becomes

clear from this point of view too that Formal Logic can be

nothing else but a doctrine of judgments. But by judgment

as the fundamental function of perception we must only

understand that which Phenomenology has shown us (see

above, p. 14), namely the evaluation of a relation between

ideas, an act of the synthetic consciousness which is judged

according to its truth-value. In a completed judgment the

two moments are, as a matter of fact, always united. A
plurality of ideational contents in relation to each other is

also present when, as in certain verbal forms of fragmentary

judgments such as, for example, impersonal or existential

propositions, we appear to be dealing with only one idea as
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the object of the assertion. Such propositions, some of which

seem to have no subject, some to have no predicate, have

raised difficulties only because it has been customary, owing

to the verbal form of the proposition, to regard the whole

doctrine of the judgment as the attribution of a predicate to

a subject.

This customary schematization, however, is not altogether

harmless, simple and evident as it may seem. We have only

to try to reduce any scientific exposition, sentence by sen-

tence, to the formula, S is P or S is not P, and we shall soon

see that living thought will not let itself be pressed into the

schema. The great majority of the propositions that we
think, speak and write present a much-articulated manifold

of contents; these contents are related to one another in

different ways and can only be transformed into the affirma-

tion of a group of predicates of a group of subjects by an

unnatural constraint. But even in those simple cases which

Formal Logic treats as normal the affirmation is by no means

univocal. Its significance is at best verbally indicated rather

than expressed in the copula. For in reality the copula is only

the substitute for the verbal form in predicates like adjectives

and substantives which do not admit of conjugation: here is

one of the leading examples of those economies mentioned

above (p. 18), where the same colourless form of speech

serves for a number of very different forms of thought. The

thought-form as such never comes to expression in speech and

from the logical point of view the affirmation consists in

attributing to the subject not the predicate but the relation to

the predicate.
1 Of the errors which have arisen from the

1 On similar grounds Lask, in his Lehre vom Urteil (p. 58), has come to

the conclusion that the logical predicate is in every case the category which is
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logically accidental use of the existential verb as copula this is

not the place to treat at length: we will only mention here

that verbally it is chiefly the apperceptive process that decides

which of the two ideas is to be taken as the subject, drawing

attention first to itself, and which as the predicate to be attri'

buted to it. In reality the relation asserted between a and b

can also be expressed as a relation between b and a, with the

inversion of the relation, of course, where necessary. Hence,

in the logical sense, all judgments are simply convertible,

while in their verbal form this is not the case. It depends

entirely on the kind of relation: when this is reciprocal, as

e.g. in equality, nothing stands in the way of verbal con'

version. If I say that V4 is equal to 2, I can just as well say

2 is equal to V4. If, on the other hand, I say of gold that it

possesses the property of yellowness (which is the logical

meaning of the proposition that affirms of the subject "gold"

the predicate "y^low')* so I may equally well say of yellow

it is a property of gold; but verbally the conversion of "gold

is yellow' ' to "yeU°w is gold" would appear as incorrect,

or at least not as the exchange of subject and predicate but

only as an uncommon and inverse form of proposition. For

the inherence which, in this case, is the logically expressed

relation—the relation of the thing to its qualities, belongs to

those forms of union in which the united contents are not

interchangeable, and are not really of equal value. We may
therefore speak of a natural and actual order of subject and

predicate, which is independent of the apperceiving process.

In the case of inherence this habit of thinking and speaking

predicated of the whole "material of the judgment." In this way the Aristotelian

and the Kantian significance of "category" would be approximated as nearly

as possible.
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is indeed so strong that Aristotle could assert that a thing

could never be the predicate of a proposition.

If we are to escape the secret snares of speech we must

define the judgment logically as the assertion of a relation;
1

and by so doing we should reunite those two moments which

our psychological analysis showed us to be the essential ones.

But we arrive at the same result through a criticism of the

division of judgments as they were taken over by Kant in

his well-known table as the result of the dogmatic structure

of Formal Logic. Since the investigations of Sigwart and

Lotse, however, it can no longer pretend to be obviously true,

as it did in the last century. It can easily be shown that the

distinction of quantity does not concern the function of the

judgment as such, but only a difference between subjects,

whose value for knowledge concerns the doctrine of con'

cepts and of inference (according to the customary theory),

and, more especially, of methodology. In the case of modality

the relations are rather more complicated. If modality, accord-

ing to Kant, contributes nothing to the content of the judg-

ment, but only concerns the value of the copula for thought

in general, yet we must not forget to inquire how it differ"

entiates itself from quality, which includes this determination

of value in affirming or denying. As a matter of fact, in most

discussions, quality and modality are very much confused.

But where modality as a moment of the judgment must be

assigned a significance of its own, there remains hardly any-

thing else than the gradation of measure and kind in the

grounds which the individual consciousness requires for its

1 This would cut off at their roots all the unnecessary difficulties which
have been started by the question (which has only arisen owing to a verbal

confusion) whether and how far the copula should imply the existence of the

subject and predicate.
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assertion—differences which, through verbal ambiguities (of

"can" and "must"), are reflected in the sphere of relation.

And so, finally, we are left with quality and relation as the

two most pregnant points of view in the doctrine of judg-

ments.

The doctrine of the quality of judgments leads us neces-

sarily to the norms of affirmation and negation, which, under

the name of laws of thought, are known as the most general

logical principles. In this sphere, certainly, if we neglect

certain difficulties arising from their verbal expression, it is

easy to overlook their relation to anthropological qualities;

nevertheless there remains the reference to some empirical

consciousness or other, which is capable of erring, and on

this account requires the form of denial. But the last problem

which arises for us out of this doubling of norms, to which

reference has just been made, may be comprehensively ex'

pressed as follows: How can the determinations of objective

validity, which in themselves are purely positive, become

norms for the relations between affirming and denying?

For, first of all, we must admit that denial means some-

thing other than the mere rejection of an affirmative judg-

ment. It is, indeed, true that the number of correct but aim-

less and senseless negative judgments can be increased at will

to infinity, and that we only reasonably deny that which in

some way or other is in danger of being erroneously affirmed.

This point has rightly been emphasized in modern Logic; but

it still remains an open question whether this proves that the

act of denial is purely subjective in character and limited to

a subject capable of error. The more I consider these relations

the clearer it becomes to me that all the arguments which

have been adduced are indeed valid for the occurrence and
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the actual process of denying in the empirical consciousness;

but that, nevertheless, both in general and in every especial

case of true denial there must exist some actual ground cor-

responding to it. The incompatibility which every negative

judgment denotes, or, in other words, the failure of the

attempt to bring the elements of the judgment together in

thought, must somehow be implied in the elements them"

selves. And here that peculiar relation between the form and

content of consciousness, according to which they have only

a limited power of free movement over against one another

(see above, p. 21), appears as a chief, and, as far as I can

see, not further resolvable condition, which must be accepted

as given for the logical evidence of assertion and denial in

reality; and this means that there must be implied in nega-

tion a moment of essential validity which is independent of

the movements of a possibly erring consciousness.

In normative Logic the relation between affirmation and

denial is expressed in the principle of contradiction, which

forbids the denial of what is affirmed and the affirmation of

what is denied. It has indeed been thought that this veto is

unnecessary because the affirmation and denial of the same

content is as naturally excluded as, e.g., desiring and detest-

ing: on the other hand, it has been urged that we must not

be forbidden to deny what we may have previously erro-

neously affirmed, and the converse. Here again it is evident

that contradictory disjunction must be in itself essentially

valid in order to furnish a ground for the interdictions which

result therefrom for the psychological movement of ideas. It

is true of this latter that, while psychical motives for affirm-

ing may exist side by side with those for denying, the material

ground for deciding can exist only in one of them: and
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though practically it may very seldom happen that any one

affirms and denies the same content in one breath, yet the

significant value of the Law of Contradiction appears when

it is combined with the principle of inference, according to

which nothing can follow from an assertion which is con-

tradictory either to itself or to some other assigned assertion.

These relations must be developed at length in the doctrine of

proof and refutation. Nevertheless they justify even here the

demand made and satisfied by Aristotle that the principle of

contradiction also must be objectively formulated. But when

this is given in either of the familiar formulae, "A is not

not"A,* or, "It is impossible that a thing can both be and

not be," we get a metaphysical principle or an epistemological

postulate by which it is meant that reality rejects a contra-

diction. It is not for Formal Logic to attempt to justify this

axiom, which has a far wider bearing. For these reasons it is

to be recommended that with the new terminology the law

of contradiction should be expressed in the indifferent form:

the assertion and denial of the same relation cannot both be

true.

But we have so far only analysed half of the contradictory

disjunction; its other half consists in stating that assertion

and denial cannot both be false, i.e. that one or other must be

true. This is expressed in the Law of Excluded Middle, the

validity of which cannot be destroyed by any apparent, i.e.

purely verbal exceptions. The only peculiar point here is that

the Law of Excluded Middle is expressed as having objective

validity only, and hence no norm can be deduced from it.

From the standpoint of the empirical consciousness it is far

more necessary that the possibility of affirming or denying

unconditionally and without exception every possible
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thought-relation should be altogether rejected.
1
In the process

of perception the case very often arises that neither affirma-

tion nor negation can be justified, but both are forbidden by

the logical conscience. For it is at this point that the third so-

called law of thought comes into force, the Law of Sufficient

Reason. It expresses the logical demand that every assertion

must have universally valid ground, and hence is opposed to

the multiplicity of psychical causes which produce in the

individual the feeling that opinion and belief are true. But

here again we must emphasise the fact that the universal

validity of the ground does not mean any quantitative prin-

ciple, but rather the actual necessity of thought. But with this,

this law also takes on the character of a prohibition: we may
not assert, that is, we may neither affirm nor deny where

there is no sufficient ground, and this prohibition may, as

with the ancient sceptics and with Descartes, be expressed as

the law of suspended affirmation or of problematical relation.

Hence we can represent the relations imposed by the laws

of thought upon the two moments of the judgment, as fol-

lows: a relation between two ideas can be regarded indiffer-

ently. Directly reference is made to its value as truth, we get

the question arising in its verbal and thought-forms. The
decision of the question is either the assertion in which it is

affirmed or denied, or else the problematical relation in

which (either provisionally or permanently) its insolubility is

asserted. Theoretically the relation is thought in exactly the

same way at all these five stages, and it may occur under the

form of speech as a term, combination of words or proposi-

tion, in all cases with the same logical content. Which of the

1 These distinctions are of special significance for the theory of the truth'

value of disjunctive judgments.
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four kinds of attitude, however, is to be recognised as the

"judgment" seems to me a question of terminology. Many
thinkers have been inclined to regard the question as the

judgment in a preliminary stage and therefore already as a

kind of quality of judgment: others have not been willing to

admit this on the ground that the decision belongs to the

completed judgment, and the same argument has been brought

forward against my proposal to rank the problematic relation

as a third kind of quality by the side of affirmation and

negation. If, in spite of this, I still maintain it, it is chiefly

on account of the relation (discussed above) of this "critical

indifference" to the principle of Sufficient Ground. That the

latter is essentially the norm for the empirical, and therefore

for what may be an inadequate form of consciousness, shows

itself in this, that our real thinking must often violate it;

since, where there is no sufficient ground for asserting or

denying, it has to content itself with probability, which may

be defined as assertion from insufficient grounds. The theory

of this, however, belongs to Methodology, which has to show

why science as well as life cannot rest content with the de-

mand, which Logic makes, for suspension between two solu-

tions of the question.

Finally, we must point out that we encounter great diffi-

culties if we try to give this principle of ground an objective

form, although for the two other laws of thought it was com-

paratively easy to do so. For to transform this logical prin-

ciple into the principle of causality, as was customary in the

earlier Ontology, has now for so long been clearly recognised

to be a destructive and dangerous error that we need not

repeat the demonstration here. Perhaps we might invoke in

this place the Principle of Consequence. But if we hoped by
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this means to find ourselves once more within the neutral

sphere of validity we could speak, as we have already shown

above, of a universal interconnexion of ground and consc

quences as existing in itself and constituting the norm of

affirmative thought. But it would be wrong to say that every

valid idea has a ground in virtue of which it is valid. For to

do so would be to conceive a ground which differs from the

idea of which it professes to be the ground. And this is not

open to us, for it would involve the familiar regressus in

infinitum. On the contrary, if the principle of ground is to

be carried through, we must always assume that that which

is itself true contains within itself the sufficient ground of

validity, and hence establishes the other as well. This relation

exhibits itself for the empirical consciousness in the familiar

distinction between immediate and mediate certainty. But

even Aristotle knew, and it was one of the most valuable

results he arrived at, that the two relations do not coincide;

but that, on the contrary, in the movement of actual percept

tion there are adequate grounds which certainly do not spring

from those which are valid in themselves.

The relation between judgments is the subject of the

Doctrine of Categories. This forms the climax of all logical

theory. Since Kant's time this has been the great central

problem of which no generally accepted solution has yet been

found. Ever since the guiding thread which Kant thought

he had found in the old "table of judgments'
1

has snapped,

the important point is, conversely, to find a principle from

which the system of categories, and with this, that of judg-

ments, can be deduced. But this seems to me, as I have already

pointed out, in my Festschrift in Sigwart's honour (Tub-

ingen, 1900) to be no other than that of synthesis which, as
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said above, constitutes the universal essence of consciousness,

and indicates the ultimate condition under which connected

thought is alone possible. Only by reflexion on this condition

shall we succeed in discovering the highest forms of relation,

the fundamental categories which can thus be articulated into

special relations. The only possible principle of advance in

the development of this system of categories is that the mo-

ments already won can be further related to and combined

with one another. In this way the systematic development

does not need to bring in determinations from without, and

yet it can throw off at its different stages the forms of rela-

tion which are empirically well-known.

We may see, however, at the outset, that the whole

system of relations must divide itself into two distinct series,

between which a certain correspondence obtains. Indeed, if

any one were to collect together everything that has been

treated as relations or categories in the different logical doc

trines, he would be forced to recognise the necessity for a

real principle of division, such as Kant had in view in his

four-fold division with its subordinate trichotomy of stages.

Such a classification, where metaphysical or epistemological

principles make their way into the categories of Logic,

might easily be regarded as a division of the spheres of knowl-

edge or of the spheres of objectivity. It was in this way that

Plotinus set side by side with the Aristotelian categories

those of the intelligible world, and that Hegel divided the

self-development of the Idea into dialectical relations and the

fundamental determinations of the content of the natural

and spiritual world of experience. E. v. Hartmann has with

great energy exhibited the parallelism of the categories

throughout the three different spheres of the subjectively-
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ideal, the objectively-real and the metaphysical; while finally

Lask (The Logic of Philosophy and the Doctrine pf Catc

gories), without entering upon the development of the differ-

ent series, has brought forward a highly significant sketch

of another trilogy of the categorical system, which he divides

into the spheres of validity, of being, and of the super-

existential (Ueberseins). How far a corresponding serial

structure ought to, or can be, carried out here it is not as yet

possible to say with certainty.

This demand for a parallel structure seems to me to be

met by the proposal to distinguish between reflective and

constitutive categories. Its principle lies in the different rela-

tions of consciousness to its objects; that is to say, in the

fundamental moment of perceiving, in which the sense of

truth-value determines itself when any reference is made to

an object. Hence we should call those categories constitutive

or objective which are thought to be really existing relations

between objects; and those reflective which, although deter-

mined by the special qualities of objects, exist at first as re-

lations in consciousness and only for consciousness. In this

sense the two kinds of categories may be distinguished as

transcendent and immanent in their relation to truth; so that;

I would say that the constitutive categories are existential

and the reflective are valid. It is the final task of the system

of categories to reunite the two divided series and to discover

the forms of thought in which the two fundamental cate-

gories, the valid and the existential, are combined into a unity.

From the point of view of the categories of reflexion,

the first and the fundamental function of judgment is to

distinguish; for to relate ideas in any other way we must

distinguish them and keep them distinguished from each
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other. The habit in speech of expressing distinction in a nega'

tive proposition ought not to mislead us as to the logical

sense of such propositions. The elementary and self-evident

axiom, that every moment of consciousness must be disting'

uished from every other and maintained over against it in

its idiosyncrasy has indeed been expressed as the Principle of

Identity; but it seems better to reserve this term for the

categories we shall find occupying the most important posi"

tions among the objective forms.
1 This presupposition, on

which all other categorical thinking rests, acts as a norm

which guarantees the identity of meaning in words expressing

common ideas, and also gives fixity to individual ideas.

The limiting case of distinction is equality. In this case,

as is evident, the contents declared to be equal must be dis'

tinguished in some way or another. From the many ways

and stages of distinguishing and identifying (usually called

similarities and dissimilarities) the other categories of reflex'

ion follow in two series, which may be called the mathematical

and the discursive. In the former of these series the funda'

mental form for the synthesis of the manifold, which consists

of distinct, equal moments, is number. From this are devel'

oped the further categories of number, or of quantity, with

the fundamental relation of the whole to its parts, and the

relations of magnitude with the different determinations of

measure and of degree. How far in this and in subsequent

extensions of the mathematical series the intuitable relations

of time and space will come under consideration I will not

here discuss; but one thing must be emphasised, that is,

1 Cf. my treatise "Ueber Gleichheit und Identitat" (on Similarity and

Identity) in the Sitz. Ber. der Heidelberger A\ad. d. Wiss. philos. hist. Klasse,

1910, Nr. 14.
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that within the logical series they never signify logical prin-

ciples, but only spheres of application for logical principles,

and, more especially, that the fundamental function of count-

ing as a psychical act presupposes time in no other sense and

in no other measure than any other synthesis of the manifold.

The derivation of all these categories from the relations of

distinguishing and identifying shows itself also in the fact

that all mathematical judgments may be expressed as judg-

ments of equality, and that this relation of equality (as that

of distinction) is absolutely reciprocal. On this depends the

exchangeability of the members of an equation, their capacity

for being substituted one for the other, and with this the

fundamental logical structure of all the doctrines of number.

In the discursive series there develops out of distinction

and comparison the conceptual relations, and at this point in

the theory of judgment the customary theory of the concept

finds its proper place. For the first task of logical thinking is

the transformation of experiences into concepts. This means

analysis which distinguishes and synthesis which reconstructs.

If in this way we become clearly conscious in the concept

of what was previously effectuated in the intuition (so that

we may here speak of a kind of dvd^vrjaiq) we must bring

out two chief points: first, that the unavoidable imperfection

of the analysis necessitates a selective spontaneity in the

synthesis, so that here already the "objects'
1

which are

further elaborated in thought exhibit themselves as products

of the logical consciousness itself; and secondly, that these

first concepts, while akin indeed in content and in form to

the primary ideas yet differ considerably from them, both in

content which is limited by selection and also in form which

is raised to a certain elaboration. Here we get at the root of
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the difficulties and misunderstandings which appear so fre-

quently when the same word which originally stood for the

primary idea is also used to denote the concept; here too we
have the right, and to a certain extent indeed the duty, of

science to assign names of its own to the concepts coined by

itself.

In the concepts reciprocal action between distinguishing

and comparing develops anew. Every concept is not merely

a collection, but an ordered and related whole of elements, in

which their intimate connexion (chiefly through a constitu-

tive category) is thought, i.e. asserted. In this way they offer

together the possibility of comparison, which, by abstraction

from the different and reflexion on the similar marks, leads to

the formation of generic concepts; these, again, must not be

confused with the general ideas, often homonymous with

them, of the uncontrolled ideational process. By continuing

the process of abstraction, and on the other hand, by con-

verting it into determination (for the theory of which Lotse's

finely thought-out doctrine of the undetermined general

marks first provided a satisfactory basis), there arises that

well-known gradation of concepts which includes the rela-

tions of their subordination and co-ordination, their division

and disjunction. Of the (mostly analytical) judgments, in

which these categories of the relations between concepts are

expressed, the judgments of subordination especially have

acquired a rather dangerous significance from the fact that

(as far back as Aristotle) Logic has given way to the tempta-

tion of regarding the subject thus conceived as falling within

the sphere of the predicate as the type of all judgment, and

subordination or subsumption as the prevailing meaning of

the copula. This is an error in principle of the scholastic logic.
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"God is a metal" is indeed a real subordination; but "gold is

yellow" never means in living thought that gold ought to be

subsumed under yellow, which would be obviously nonsense

—and certainly not always that gold is to be reckoned among

yellow bodies, but rather that gold has the property of yellow-

ness. Subsumption may be thought of as a side issue, but it is

not the precise meaning of the judgment. But neither is it

always predication, and even Aristotle's more careful way of

proceeding from the content of the concept, making the

predicate a mark of the subject, is in many cases not correct.

Such a proposition as: "Pure gold is sometimes found" falls

under neither of the two schemata.

Our discussion of these relations was necessary to enable

us to discover the principle which must govern our attitude

to the Syllogistic which is founded upon them. From our

point of view we may say that its task is to determine the

forms under which one concept holds good of others. Even

in determination, division and disjunction we could not dis-

pense with the defining significance which the generic con-

cept possesses in thought for all parts of its logical denotation

(that is, for the generic and singular concepts which are sub-

ordinate to it) ; but this comes out still more generally in the

fact that every determination which is valid of the generic

concept, as such, is also valid for every part of its empirical

denotation. The concept "implicitly contains" all its ex-

emplars, it "represents" them, and its entire denotation may
be substituted for it. Thus the fundamental logical relation of

the dependence of the particular on the universal is verbally

expressed by saying that every conceptual judgment can

assume the form of the universal or the apodeictic proposition:

S is P,—all S's are P,—every S must be P; hence we may be
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excused from any closer discussion here of the difficulties

which may arise for the dictum de omni et nullo out of the

ambiguity of the negation of the universal judgment.

It is only by reference to these linguistic matters that

we can understand the theory of inference as it has been

current since the time of Aristotle. It confines itself to the

relations of sameness and difference which obtain between the

connotation and the denotation of concepts; that is to say,

it only takes into consideration one kind of reflective relations

and passes by the constitutive categories with complete un-

concern. The perfection to which Aristotle was able to de"

velop the syllogistic system, into the details of which we
need not enter, was due to this limitation. It is easy to show

that the "false subtlety of the four syllogistic figures
11

and

all their modes can be traced back to the influence of language.

That, indeed, is abundantly evident in the reducibility of

the remaining figures to the first, i.e. to the subaltern con-

clusion, which is precisely the one that expresses most clearly

the dependence of the particular on the universal. Under it

belongs also the so-called inference through opposition, as

soon as the negative relation in the conclusion is rightly con-

joined with the principle of consequence; but this requires

closer discussion, for which we have here no space.

The last and in a certain sense justifiable effect of this

limitation of the theory of inference to the relation of equal-

ity between the connotation and denotation of the concept

is to be found in the attempts, renewed in modern times, at

a logical calculus. In conformity with the schematisation of

inferences by circles or angles—apparently favoured even in

antiquity—and following the erroneous opinion that the

copula signifies in some way an equality of subject and predi-
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cate, thinkers have always returned to the idea of writing

judgments as equations, and finally of treating them as

mathematical equations. The one feasible way of doing this,

since in the Quantity of the judgment the extent of the sub-

ject was already determined, was that of quantifying the

predicate: obviously it was then possible to compare the deno-

tations on both sides and to reckon with them. Still it is clear

from the above how narrow is the circle of relations to which

the inference is thus limited: of the real inferences of living

thought this theory of inference only applies without over-

refinement to mathematical ones. Here once more we arrive

at the result: there are logical principles of Mathematics but

no mathematical principles of Logic.

The sphere of the constitutive categories coincides with

that of the forms of thought which Kant claimed for his

Transcendental as against Formal Logic, namely objective

relations; and it was his great creative genius which taught

us that this objectivity exhibits itself for our actual percep-

tual life in relation to experience, and is restricted to experi-

ence. Kant, it is true, was also of the opinion that his

(objective) categories in themselves are as valid for all

thinking whatsoever as the "analytical" forms, which come

under the principle of contradiction. Hence the transcenden-

tal significance of these categories, should, in the last instance,

be independent of the conditions of any and therefore also

of our perception. But these categories owe that objectivity,

with which we are here mainly concerned, precisely to their

schematization in temporal and even partly in spatial forms.

Herein lies the paramount significance of schematism in the

Transcendental Logic. For what Kant represents as immer-

sion in the sensuous schemata of space and time is in fact
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so essential for the objective relations that it may be regarded

precisely as the quality which makes a distinct species of this

series of categories. If we exclude this mark we shall have

only a formal logical relation, a reflective category: in place

of the category of being (existence) we should once more

have that of validity.
1
This relation is most illuminative and

most characteristic in causality: if we strip it of its temporal

character we are left with nothing but the general form of

dependence or determination, the fundamental principle of

which is the dependence of the particular on the general:
2

this is Spinoza's timeless or mathematical causality.

Accordingly I regard the principle according to which the

series of categories are related to be as follows: since the

reflective relations (sameness and difference) are thought as

existing in the objects, they are coloured by determinations

from the temporal and, to a certain degree also, from the

spatial order. Time and space, then, have this place in Logic,

that they turn reflective into constitutive categories. We may

mention here, in answer to the many ill-founded views which

have sprung up, out of psychological prejudices, around the

1 We must not, therefore, reproach Kant because he sought in the relation

of the categories to the kinds of judgment a ground of common principles for

the two parts of his Logic—the formal and the transcendental: we must hold

firmly to the inner connexion between the two. The defect of the "transcen-

dental analytic" is only that the "table of judgments'"
1

is "raked together"

entirely historically. For the division is neither derived nor derivable from the

essence of the judgment, but was taken over empirically from the scholastic

Logic and trimmed up into a symmetrical trichotomy. Kant himself indicated

the right relation when he again and again distinguished the categories, as in

themselves empty thought-forms, from their objective application, to timcand'
space perception; cf. for example, Kriti\ der reinen Vernunft, Abschn.: fiber

Phaenomena und J^oumena, 1 Ed. p. 241, Ab. Ausg. iv. 158ff.
2 Cf. ibid. p. 243 (iv. 159. 24), 2 Ed. p. 301 (iii. 206. 10). Generally

this state of things is brought out especially clearly by Kant in the relation of

the categories to principles: hence the difference in the formula employed in

the two editions of the Kriti^ der reinen Vernunft is most significant and
instructive.
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critical separation of the "intuitive'
1

from the "logical" forms,

that the constitutive category is in itself a single and in-

separable unity in which the "intuitive" and the "logical"

stand for the two sides, which can be separated from one

another only by abstraction. Every one of the perceptions

which make up our experience contains a manifold of sen-

suous qualities ordered into a unity; but this order is never

merely of a time-and-space character, but is always at the

same time categorical: and these two orders are not even so

bound up with one another that each one might exist for

itself. They form an inseparable unity which is intuitive-

categorical, and which is on that account and only on that

account the objective formulation of the manifold content. In

the empirical movement of ideas it may happen on occasion

that either the one or the other order occurs as fundamental

and as giving the rule for apperception: but for objective

knowledge they stand and fall together. That temporal suc-

cessions form the occasion and handle for our insight into

causal connexions is a purely methodological, not a logical

relation. It is from this point that we get the simplest and

clearest view of the Hume-Kantian problem.

By means of these relations the constitutive categories

group themselves into the two series which may be called,

after their chief representatives, those of Substance and

Causality; because these, with Kant too, in the "Categories

of Relation" and in the "Analogies of Experience" are the

two fundamental moments. But let us call the existential

aspect which is present in the constitutive categories, some
times Reality (res) sometimes Actuality (Wir\en). The
mediation by the reflective categories is, under these presup-

positions, comparatively easy to grasp. Existing sameness is
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called identity in so far as a plurality of more or less similar

ideas are objectively related to that which is numerically one:

and difference is called change in so far as a plurality of more

or less different ideas are related in a similar way to a nu-

merically single object. In the first case the persistence of the

same, in the second the change in time of the different is

accentuated. It thus becomes clear why identity can only be

attributed to that which is distinct and change to that which

is identical. The persisting identity is the thing, the relation of

which to its different and changing properties constitutes the

category of inherence.
1 And when the change consists in a

happening, which may be analysed into a becoming and a

vanishing, it becomes clear why it only takes place between

the states of a thing, and signifies either an immanent happen-

ing in one and the same thing or a transeunt happening be-

tween the states of different things. The categorical unity

in happening is activity, which implies the necessity of teni'

poral succession: it is either causal, when the antecedent

determines the consequent so as actually to exist in time, or

it is teleological, when the result is regarded as that which

determines its own conditions. (And here we may remark

that end and motive belong to the causal and not to the true

teleological forms of happening.) Necessity, then, is either a

sequence or a demand. The same distinction also applies to

the complex things that arise in the course of events, and

which themselves in turn form things of a higher order: here

either the whole is determined through its parts as mechanical

product or, conversely, the part through the whole as organ-

1 We are here not considering the question whether the coexistence of

the manifold, which goes with inherence, requires the multi'dimensional intui'

tion of space.
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ism or, as Driesch has called it, individual. We must not spin

out these relations any further here: we must only emphasise

the fact that the question of the application of these different

kinds of constitutive categories falls within the sphere of

Methodology.

In conclusion, however, we must call attention to the

point that all possibilities of change must somehow reside

and be grounded in the persistent nature of the thing. This

is usually expressed as the relation of the attribute to its modes

and as that of force or faculty to activities and states. But if

we look more closely at this relation we shall find that it is

that of the universal to the particular, i.e. that that reflective

relation of determination has here become constitutive. The

universal is one of the moments which bring about the

particular. In addition to this, if the dictum de omni et nullo

only seems, from the strictly logical point of view, to signify

that the class notion is valid for its entire logical denotation,

we find living thought quite accustomed to regard it as the

measure of all its empirical content and determining all its

actual instances. And here, we may remark in passing, the

sense of the so-called general negative judgment passes over

from conceptual impossibility to real exclusion. Finally, differ-

ent events occur together in all circumstances (even though

the occurrence be unique in character and is not repeated)

;

their concurrence is regarded as necessary only because the

temporal relation is determined by a universal rule. We call

this universal rule a (causal or teleological) law and in this

highest and concluding category we conceive a universal,

which is valid for the particulars subsumed under it not only

reflectively but also constitutively, although in reality we
cannot have the faintest conception of the reality of such
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"generic concepts of changes" and of their real relation to

that which takes place as conditioned by them. Neither

Nominalism nor Realism applies here; but even pure Logic

leads us, through this structure of the system of categories, to

the view that validity and being, however carefully they must

be separated from one another, yet in the last instance cannot

be entirely exclusive moments.

in. METHODOLOGY

Strictly speaking, Methodology has no principles of its

own. Its principles are to be found in pure Logic, and

Methodology has only to deal with their application to the

different aims of the special sciences. So far, it is a technical

discipline, and might also be called the organon of the sciences

or the doctrine of the systematic forms of thought. We must

note one matter of principle, namely that every method must

be defined only by reference to the particular logical and

actual character of the subject-matter to which it is to be

applied; so that as the sciences progress in actual insight they

have to complete, improve, refine and extend their methods.

This development must, of course, be left to the particular

discipline itself. Logic has neither the right, the duty nor the

power to excogitate fertile methods; and Methodology has

only to see that, while taking the most concrete possible sur'

vey of the work of the special sciences, their problems and

methods of procedure, it makes clear the different applications

which are thus made of the logical forms and norms as they

are brought together to serve some particular end. Hence

Methodology must always remain the most incomplete part

of Logic. In the development of Logic up to the present it
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has been the almost universal practice, in the tasks just de-

scribed, to make use of the determinations of Formal and

Analytic, to the exclusion of those of Transcendental, Logic.

This seems fully justified so far as concerns the universal

aspect of Methodology, which deals with the methods of

proof and of refutation which are equally valid for all the

sciences and also for extra-scientific thought. For all these

are only more or less complicated ways of inference and

therefore have their principles in syllogistic. We are, how-

ever, obliged to pass beyond this formal schematisation as

soon as we reflect on the character of the major premisses

which, themselves not demonstrable, must as immediate

certainties form the starting point of all proof. Here, from

the formal standpoint, the quantity of the judgment will be

decisive methodologically; for the major premisses are either

axioms, i.e. general presuppositions, which cannot be

grounded in experience or facts which are given in percep-

tion. It is on this (Aristotelian) ground that the distinction

between rational and empirical sciences is based. But Mathe-

matics alone of all the sciences can attain the ideal of ground-

ing its proofs on axioms: it is the sole purely rational disci-

pline. And if we call the remaining special sciences empirical

we must not imply that they are based exclusively upon facts,

but merely that we can work up these facts so as to be suit-

able for the purposes of knowledge only with the help of

axiomatic presuppositions. As a rule the less these disciplines

in their living work of knowing bring expressly into con-

sciousness the axiomatic structure of their proofs which they

take as a matter of course, the more necessary is it for Logic

to work it out as systematically as possible. For, as I have

shown in the Praludien (II. 108), it is the special task of
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Philosophy to establish, by empirical reflexion on the func

tions of universally valid evaluations, the norms whose actual

axiomatic validity can indeed be illustrated by facts and

brought to consciousness in them, but can never be proved

by them. The method of Philosophy, then, is neither rational

nor empirical, but critical; and Formal Logic must above all

confirm this by its example (cf. above, p. 26 f.).

The two kinds of proof, of which one proceeds from the

universal to the particular, and the other from the particular

to the universal are known under the names of apodeictic

and epagogic, or deductive and inductive methods. But the

deductive method of proof plays a part not only in rational,

but also in empirical science. For the syllogistic advance is

possible when the general premisses differ very much in value.

They need not be axioms in the strictest sense: they may

also consist of defining determinations or of hypothetical con'

cept' and judgment-constructions; or finally, they may be

more or less certain results of inductive thought. And since

the truth of the conclusion is conditioned by, that is, is dc

pendent upon the truth of the premisses, the results of the

deductive proof are only in the first case apodeictic; in the

second they are, on the contrary, problematic, and in the

third only probable. In all cases, however, this way of arriving

at a particular from a universal proposition of some kind of

real or assumed validity, is called a priori deduction; and

Logic ought not to allow any other meaning of this much

abused term to exist or to come into being. It is, however,

plain from the above that in the empirical sciences also not

only special demonstrations but often quite important facts

are and must be entirely deductive or a priori in character.

As examples of the first case we may quote those discussions
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in which, from physical or chemical hypotheses, the conse-

quences by which they can be verified are deduced, and for

the second case large portions of systematic Jurisprudence.

The formal conditions of Inductive proof are also to

be found in syllogistic reasoning. In this respect it amounts to

the logical process of reduction: a universal proposition is to

be based on singular or particular judgments, which syllogist-

ically would follow from it by subalternation. This inference,

which is in itself formally illicit, must in each instance be

justified by a logical relation between the judgments already

established and the one which is to be established. This holds

good even of so-called perfect induction, which is by no means

a mere shorthand abridgement, but establishes a universal

(conceptually universal) judgment through the correspond'

ing general judgment, which is empirical and comes by enum-

eration. There is no way of justifying this transition in prin-

ciple except as in the case of imperfect induction, where we
have to show that the ordering of individuals or species under

the generic concept which is assumed in the premisses can

be proved in no other way. The exclusion of collateral causes

and the probability that the different cases have nothing in

common except the generic character and the predicate cor-

responding to it in the concluding proposition, may be con-

firmed in very different ways

—

inter alia, by a very large

number of premisses. But a large number of instances is

never in itself a proof: under certain circumstances (e.g. in

experiment) a single case may suffice for the induction, as

long as it satisfies (as a so-called "pure" case) the logical

demands of inductive proof. The theory of the latter must not

therefore be confused with the theory of probabilities, which

means something quite different; for it rests upon and also
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results in numerically determinable disjunctions. The ^prob*

ability" of the inductive proof, on the other hand, means

holding a thing true on insufficient grounds (cf . above, p. 34

£.), and the kind and degree of proof which is contained

therein have to be determined.

The ultimate presupposition of induction is always the

postulate of the uniformity of natural law, and this in the

sense not only that the same causes produce the same effects

but also that the same effects have the same causes. But such

a simple reciprocity, which is at once causal and teleological

(cf. above, p. 43 f.) can only be assumed subject to con-

siderable limitations; it is open to objections on many grounds.

For this reason induction with all its expedients, such as

analogy, etc., is in the last instance little more than a method

of inquiry, the results of which only attain to full certainty

when they coincide with that of a deductive proof from

valid premisses. But the important point brought out by this

analysis of inductive inference is that the logical significance

of the conclusion turns out to lie not only in the formal

moment which belongs to syllogism but in a constitutive

category, i.e. causality. Out of this grows the task of pro-

viding a methodological theory pf inference to complete the

(formal and reflective) doctrine of syllogism—just as Kant

intended his Transcendental Logic to supplement the Formal

Logic. Contributions towards this end are to be found in

Hegel's "Subjective Logic" and also in J. Stuart Mill's and

Lotse's doctrine of causal inferences. But this work has

never yet been taken in hand systematically and from all

points of view.

We are led still deeper into the particularity of the objects

of perception by the logical analysis of the methods of in-
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vestigation: and if the first and universal part of Methodology

refers us to Formal Logic the second part looks at once to

Epistemology, since by the light it throws upon scientific

investigation as a whole it corrects the naive idea of the rela-

tion of knowledge to its "object" For the deciding principle,

which dominates everything here, consists in this, that the

objects of knowledge are never immediately given as such but

have to be produced by every science for itself by means of a

synthetic conceptual construction. It is comparatively easy

to see this, and it is currently accepted in the case of the one

purely rational science, Mathematics. That it produces its

magnitudes by a synthetic construction of concepts and not

by any sort of copying from experience may be regarded,

since Kant's time, as one of the most secure and self-evident

of doctrines. Moreover, in Mathematics, the relation of

knowledge to its own self'constructed objects is of a highly

instructive transparency. For though it may be a matter of

choice in any inquiry as to what particular numerical forms or

spatial figures shall be taken as its objects, yet once the ob-

ject is constructed, the thought cognising it is entirely bound

to it and to the object's immanent conformity to law. The

formation and solution of problems can proceed from nothing

other than the development of the relations of magnitudes

created by the synthetic construction itself. Mathematical

thought, however free it is in the production of its objects,

experiences just that coercion of objectivity which is essen-

tially contained in the forms it has constructed and which

victoriously opposes its sovereign power against every caprice

of assertion. We will call this relation, which from the stand-

point of subjective Psychology must appear as the wonder of

wonders, the Logic of the object.
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The same is true of all the empirical sciences, but it is

concealed by the pre-scientific ways of thought which are

characteristic of naive Realism. Hence logical theory must

insist all the more strongly that perception can relate itself

to no other objects than those it has itself conceptually deter-

mined. It is an illusion to believe that there can ever be any

experience whatsoever in which reality as such is taken up

or reproduced. The truth is rather that, just as in non-

purposive perception, only a very limited part of what is ex-

perienced comes into consciousness, so even the first logical

work of turning a perception into a concept implies a selection

and reconstruction of perceived moments (cf. above, p. 37);

and this process is continued in all the farther constructions

of conceptual thinking. In the discursive working out of gen-

eric concepts scholastic Logic calls this the inverse relation of

the growth of the connotation and denotation of concepts.

And similarly, in all other cases, the combining functions of

scientific inquiry depend on free selection within the given

material, and on a creative synthesis in the new disposition of

its moments. But here, too, the "Logic of the object
1

''

reigns

supreme; for though the direction followed in selection and

synthesis be determined by the goal towards which the in-

quiry is consciously marching, yet the results of this new

creation are equally determined by the essential necessity

immanent in the objects so produced.

Methodology, which is indeed a kind of comparative mor-

phology of science, has accordingly to inquire what are the

principles in the different disciplines, by which the selection

and synthesis in the production of objects is effectuated. If,

in our search after these guiding threads, we proceed first of

all according to the formal marks, we shall be met again
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by the quantitative opposition between the universal and

the singular. In this connexion we have to distinguish be'

tween those sciences which are governed by laws and those

which deal with events, between nomothetic and ideographic

inquiry. It is this which really makes the difference in intel'

lectual interest between Natural Science and the Humanities.

But we cannot repeat too often that we are here only

speaking of ultimate aims and hence of those sciences which

appear as polar opposites, between which the real work of

Science moves in manifold gradations, so that in any particu-

lar case we can only speak of a preponderance of one or the

other moment—as Rickert, in his penetrating analysis of

this relation, has pointed out. The ultimate goal of all in'

vestigation of Nature is to attain timeless generic concepts

of being and happening, but that does not exclude the fact

that the way thereto leads over stages of simpler inter'

connexions in which it rests and provisionally halts. For it is

precisely in the real that the nomothetic rationalisation of

Reality must find its limits. On the other hand, the specific

object of all historical inquiry is a construction which is

significant chiefly because it can never recur, and which has

to be lifted out of its entanglement in the non'significant

elements lying all around it. To understand such a construe

tion, however, History requires general concepts and axioms,

which she is certainly more likely to borrow successfully from

general experience than from the natural sciences (to which,

from this point of view, Psychology also belongs); and it

creates for itself the possibility of characterising this unique

object by a peculiar kind of generic concept and by a com'

parative study of the conformity of events to law. Thus gen'

eralising and individualising thought interpenetrate: the one
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needs the other, and the methodological character of the

particular science will decide which of the two shall serve

it as end and which as means.

But the same fundamental distinction develops itself also

at other actual moments. First of all we must remember that

Methodology treats of human sciences, and that, therefore, in

it normative Logic must be expressly drawn from anthro-

pological data. Hence it now appears that the investigation

of Nature (since, in dealing with perceptions, it is essentially

concerned with the formation of generic concepts and the

discovery of laws), possesses a purely theoretic and trans-

anthropological principle of selection and synthesis. That the

application of this principle in the empirical pursuit of Na-

tural Science is determined partly by human needs and inter-

ests concerns only the direction and sphere of the inquiry,

and not its scientific procedure. As to its method, Natural

Science is disinterested; hence the temptation, to which it has

gladly succumbed, of considering and calling itself science

kcci' d£oxr)v. History, on the contrary, far from taking any

event of whatever kind as its object, is much more inclined

to place man as a being conscious of value as the central

point of its selection and synthesis. The science of humanity

deals with that in himself and his environment to which man
has given value. How far trans-anthropological values have

broken through and encroached does not concern History as

empirical science; that is a matter for Ethics as a philosophical

discipline. Methodology, grasping the special characteristic

of historical science, finds that the pre-scientific beginnings of

"narrative" depend on many empirical and all too human
valuations, which creep into historical science itself. Method-

ology must show that the final ground for the general validity
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of the sciences of humanity lies in the universally recognized

values which Ethics extracts from the movement of human

life in History. But, in any case, historical investigation is

science related to values. This means, first and foremost, that

for it consciousness of value is the objectifying principle of

selection and synthesis. But we must not, on that account,

think that its opinions must consist of judgments of value, or

that this methodological view has anything whatever in com-

mon with the ethics of desire and volition. This has been so

clearly set forth and so expressly emphasized by Rickert,

who was the first to recognize and elaborate this moment to

a systematic perfection, that it ought not to be necessary to

repeat it here.

We shall best provide against such misunderstandings if

we consider a third moment which is contained in the differ-

ence between natural and historical investigation: it is con-

cerned with the two different types of happening and of

causality of which we spoke in the doctrine of categories (cf.

above, p. 41). Natural Science analyzes perceptual construc-

tions into their elements, and isolates these by real or ideal

division, by experiment or analysis, in order to study the be-

haviour of the particular in its obedience to law. Physics,

Chemistry and Psychology do this, each of them in its own
way. On this account, however, the reconstruction of ex-

perience in these disciplines takes place according to the prin-

ciple of mechanical causality. This means that the complex

physical and psychical facts are so conceived that the whole

is regarded as the result of its parts and as entirely determined

by them. But this way of constituting the object is inadequate

within the sphere of historical knowledge. For with whatever

it may concern itself—whether with persons and their aims,
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and the actions resulting therefrom; or with nations with

their languages and political states, their customs and laws,

their societies and religions, their arts and sciences—its ob-

jects are always those personal or supra-personal unities

which have the structure that we call organic and in which

the whole determines the parts just as much as the parts the

whole. These are methodological distinctions of far-reaching

significance, and are grounded in actual differences in the

things known. When, therefore the outlines of the latter

become blurred by subtle transitions, the scientific methods of

treatment will exhibit similar characteristics. This is actually

the case in the biological sciences. Here the decomposition des

jphenomenes only suffices for the descriptive disciplines; and

it is only the historical moment, the history of evolution,

which promises to shed light on the facts of morphological

co-existence. On the other hand, the theory of evolution can,

in the strictest sense, attain to historical significance only

if it introduces into the gradated scale of living beings, which

appear for it as "higher
1
' and 'lower,

1
' relations of value of

many kinds. In another direction there grows out of these

relations the problem, which we can here only touch upon,

because it, as it were, unites all the difficulties of Method-

ology in nuce—how far can psychical life be grasped by

Psychology which, with its mechanical causality of associd"

tion, follows the methods of the natural sciences?

Speaking generally, we may say that the fundamental

thought-relation between the universal and the particular in

the three fundamental forms of the special sciences may be

characterised as follows: For mathematical intuition it is a

relation, independent of all questions of origin, between the

parts and the whole, and here it is entirely a case of relations
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of magnitude. For natural science the universal is the abstract

concept or the law by which the particular is determined in

its being and becoming: here the particular is explained when
it is recognised as a special case of the universal. The sciences

of humanity are everywhere concerned with the category

emphasized by Hegel of the concrete universal, which goes

out from itself as a living unity and instances itself in the

particular: here the individual is understood when it is recog-

nized as a necessary constituent of a significant whole.

We can now, without detriment to the above-mentioned

distinction of principle between the empirical sciences, estab-

lish a number of methodological forms of investigation which

may be said to be common to both kinds of sciences, in the

sense that they present analogous kinds of thought-movement.

Here again we must remark that, so far, Logic has developed

the theory of these on the side of the natural sciences rather

than on the historical side. In marking out its sphere of

investigation and in its first orientation therein every science,

which is not merely a special branch of an already existing

science, must start from pre-scientific ideas and the opinions

or knowledge already contained therein. For this purpose the

provisional conceptual determinations, which are what we
ought to mean by the term nominal definitions, and the pro-

visional divisions for which all kinds of schematic disjunc-

tions are generally at hand, may be used. The customary

formal demands on both of these need not here be set forth

in detail: they may be satisfied without any lasting guarantee

of scientific serviceableness. It is of much more importance in

this respect that investigation corrects, justifies, limits, ex-

tends, adds and changes in many ways; and only as the result

of the whole investigation do we get real definitions and
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classifications, the systematic significance of which is certainly

not the same for all the different disciplines.

This whole progress, however, from the provisional to

the definitive, is carried on by means of the collecting, order'

ing and categorical manipulation of facts—all processes which

exhibit a purposive selection and re-combination of experi-

ences. It is in this way that naive perception becomes method-

ically transformed into scientific experience. The methods

applicable depend, of course, upon the specific nature of the

objects under investigation, and their development upon the

degree of knowledge of these objects already attained. The

more thoroughly knowledge has already penetrated into the

essence of its objects, the more delicate and secure are the

methods it can devise for its own perfectioning. Hence science

grows quantitatively and qualitatively in geometrical pro-

gression, true to the fundamental principle of all spiritual

development that "to him that hath shall be given." The

methods of observation and experiment, which the natural

science of the external senses has in this way elaborated,

have for their aim partly to extend or subtilise human sense-

organs in their functioning, partly to isolate the object, and

to subject it to a quantitative determination of measure. It

is true that it is not possible either to determine objects

numerically or to contrive the observation of them (e.g. by

experiment) to the same degree in the different branches of

natural investigation. On the contrary, inner perception

which forms the foundation of Psychology can make hardly

any use of these advantages. This science must, therefore,

by the thoroughness of its conceptual analysis, make the more

use of those which it derives from the constant and general

accessibility of its fundamental facts. From physiological or
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so-called psychophysical investigations it must expect but

little help, and that only in its most elementary investigations.

The human sciences, too, although certainly much later than

the natural sciences, have created for the unambiguous and

universally valid determination of their facts a widely rami"

fled technique of critical procedure which makes it possible

for many investigators to work together on a given plan.

The very fine and thoughtfully developed rules and instru-

ments which, in some cases, stand in rich variety at the

disposal of the criticism and interpretation of tradition, have

up to the present not been sufficiently elaborated on the side

of their logical structure. I am inclined to find the reason for

this, apart from the general direction which logical interests

formerly followed, in the great intrinsic difficulty of the

subject. For the significant and rational inter-connexion of

facts, which always in such cases forms the ultimate pre

supposition, is perhaps much less exactly determinable logic-

ally than even the universal conformity of Nature to law

which forms the major premiss of all scientific empiricism.

Hence there must always remain for historical investigation

a last moment which it is never possible to formulate method-

ologically, and which lies in the intuitive apprehension of

those utterly different personal or supra-personal living

wholes of which we have already spoken.

We can now understand that the establishment of facts

in science presupposes not only the whole apparatus of its

methodological instruments but also at every stage of inquiry

the results of knowledge already acquired. Hence, in the

strict sense of the word, there are no purely descriptive

sciences; these are at most the preliminary stages of theoretical

disciplines. Even the pre-scientific "description'
1

in which a
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perceived object was to be expressed, had to use words

whose general meaning was familiar. These words correspond

most nearly to the undefined general ideas of the pre-scientific

consciousness: and when these, by means of logical thinking,

are transformed into concepts (cf. above, p. 37) in order

that they may acquire the clearness and definiteness requisite

for scientific usage, the comparison of many perceptions is

necessary. The particular in itself alone has never scientific

validity. Moreover, the critical establishment, whether in

natural science or in historical inquiry, of everything that

cannot be immediately experienced, demands a knowledge of

the genetic interconnexions which exist between the facts,

the knowledge of which constitutes the essence of explana-

tory theory. From all these reasons we see not only that the

description and confirmation of facts are the basis of explana-

tion, but are only themselves possible to any degree of per'

fection by means of the latter.

Every inquiry, then, inevitably makes assumptions; and

these assumptions, though they have co-operated in the estab-

lishment of the facts, are yet, in the last instance, to be tested

as to their correctness by means of them. That which in

demonstration would be forbidden as a "vicious circle" is

in inquiry a sanctioned and fruitful auxiliary. Just as analytic

geometry assumes that a problem is solved, in order to be

able, by construction, to derive the conditions of the solution,

so too empirical science works with presuppositions which

she can only prove by the consequences to be afterwards

developed therefrom. Thus, e.g., inductive inquiry may lay

down problematically a general axiom in order to deduce

from it by subaltern inference analogous cases, from the

actual existence or non-existence of which it can either be
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proved or refuted. Thus, too, philologico-historical her

meneutics starts from the construction of a significant whole

in order to fill out the lacunae or to correct corruptions in

what has come down to us. Hence the logic of hypothesis is

the most important part of the Methodology of inquiry; and

here again the logical structure has, up to the present, been

worked out much more clearly for Natural Science than for

History. In both spheres, however, a distinction has to be

made between particular and universal hypotheses. The
former involve the assumption of particular, not directly

perceived events; the second, general conceptual determina-

tions as to the essence of things and their ways of acting.

The proof of the hypothesis may in the first case, under cer-

tain circumstances, follow from supplementary perceptions

(observation or experiment), and is then called verification.

In all other cases it exhibits once again a process of reduction

in which it is shown that the observed consequences can be

entirely deduced from the assumed grounds and cannot be

deduced from any others.

The \nowledge of reality of the empirical sciences, then,

consists in this: out of the endless mass of perceptions which

are never entirely unifiable in the human consciousness it

builds up, by means of carefully planned selection and syn-

thetic combination, more or less comprehensive conceptual

interconnexions, which are causal or teleological in structure.

In this sense it possesses immanent truth in the agreement of

the theory with the facts.

IV. THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE

What is taught by the sciences has, as opposed to the

opinions and convictions of individuals or of single groups
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of men, objective universal validity; and this universal aC"

ceptance logical theory must not disturb, but must rather

acknowledge unconditionally. The only question which re"

mains to be considered in view of these results is concerned

with the presuppositions of the pre'scientific consciousness:

how is this generally valid knowledge related to the reality to

which it is referred as its object? The answer involves a

revision of the naive identification of object and reality, or of

the relation of objective thought to reality or, in the last in"

stance, of the relation between consciousness and being. For

those, then, who would regard "Logic" as nothing more than

the art of right thinking this question and the whole investi'

gation directed towards its solution is indeed metalogical: and,

since it is impossible to speak of the relation of consciousness

to being and of thought to reality without speaking of being

and of reality themselves, the Epistemological problem and

inquiry are also ontological or metaphysical. Indeed we must

say that in Critical Philosophy the Theory of Knowledge has,

with regard to the content of the problem, entirely superseded

the old Ontology and Metaphysic. All the more clearly, how
ever, must the methodological distinction be emphasized. The

Theory of Knowledge, according to the Critical Philosophy,

does not profess to possess or assert any knowledge of its

own of absolute reality: it borrows its arguments in support

of its attitude to these problems entirely from the sciences

themselves, whose existence it unconditionally recognises.

On the other hand this must not be taken as a defence of

feeble attempts to put together a
fc

'Metaphysic' ' out of the

so'called general results of the sciences. The critical method

of the Theory of Knowledge is concerned rather with the

general question: What do the sciences themselves teach us
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by their activities and their theories as to the relation of \now
ing to reality?

If we are thus referring the ultimate and most difficult

problems, in fact the final tasks of Theoretical Philosophy in

general, to Epistemology, we can in this sketch only attempt

to indicate the most important points of view from which

pure Logic and Methodology have enabled us to treat such

problems: the actual elaboration of the Theory of Knowledge

or Critical Metaphysics can thus only be indicated in its

most general lines.

First of all, that fundamental relation of which the theory

of knowledge has to treat demands a more exact specification

of the two terms which are to be related to one another.

By "consciousness" we must not understand psychical state

or psychical activity, still less a psychical being, a "subject,'
,,

as bearer of psychical states or activities: for all these are

themselves something real and belong to that to which being

or existence is attributed, i.e. to the existent. What is meant,

when such a question is asked, is rather the content of con"

sciousness, that which is ideated or thought; and this too

must be further specified, for we are here only concerned

with the relation of objective, that is, universally valid

thought to being. So too with the other members of the

relation under discussion, namely, being; what is meant here

is not that categorical relation which constitutes the funda-

mental significance of all constitutive categories (cf. above,

p. 41), but something to which being is attributed.

If, then, the establishment of the relation between that

which is objectively thought and that which exists is the

general formula for the problem of Epistemology, we must

pass in review the different possibilities of its solution offered
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by the doctrine of categories: for there must always be some

category or other by means of which such a relation is ex-

pressed and asserted in a judgment. But here again, as in

Methodology, we must rid ourselves of the preconceived idea

that this category must be the same for all kinds of knowing,

that is to say, for all sciences. Such a preconceived idea is just

as injurious and productive of error in the Theory of Knowl'

edge as in Methodology, which has often suffered from its

attempt to discover a universal method for all sciences, and

with this object in view to force upon the other disciplines

some one method which has been found valid in its own
particular sphere. The autonomy of the special sciences,

which rests on the difference of their objects, must make

itself good by means of the Logic of the Object, not only in

the uniqueness of its procedure but also in the specific colour-

ing of the sense it attributes to the truth which it claims for

its results.

The very slightest comparison of Mathematics with the

other sciences warns us to take this precaution. For, first of

all, our formula of the relation between what is thought and

what exists seems absolutely inapplicable to Pure Mathe-

matics; and hence Kant (for example), in his Critique of

Pure Reason, and in the Prolegomena, only treated of Mathe-

matics as applied to objects of experience, i.c. as an integral

part of the theory of Natural Science. And, on the other

hand, it must not be forgotten that the truth of the proposi-

tions which pure Mathematics lays down, either in the

Theory of Numbers or in Synthetic Geometry, is entirely

independent of any reference to a "reality" in the sense of

the empirical sciences. Nevertheless, as already stated (p.

46), the Logic of the Object is to be found even in Pure
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Mathematics. Kant, in a most instructive passage in his

Prolegomena (§ 38), has pointed out that we cannot help

"attributing a nature" to a geometrical thing, such as a

circle; and he then goes on to show, from the point of view

of Transcendental Idealism (again, it is true, dilating on

Mathematics as applied to Natural Science), that the obed-

ience to law in which this "nature" ' of geometrical construe

tions consists can only spring from the "understanding,"

which determines space (for the behoof of the particular con-

cept) by means of its construction and according to the con-

ditions of synthetic unity. There is no doubt that this is

true of Pure Mathematics: here the coercion of objectivity

in the process of knowing seems, as a matter of fact, to be

given only in the nature of the intellect, in virtue of which

it is obliged to draw all the conclusions which actually follow

from the constructions it has itself made. But this actual,

immanent Necessity of the object is something which exists

in itself and which determines the activity of the psychical

process over against which it stands, and it is only this im-

manent necessity which makes it possible to distinguish in

mathematical thinking between truth and error. Here again

that which is thought (das Gedachte), if it claim acceptance

as generally valid and true, relates itself to an independent

something, existing for itself, even though this cannot be

regarded as "real" or "actual," in the usual sense of the

word.

And here we have hit upon the central difficulty of the

whole theory of knowledge. For those habits of thought

which have been perpetuated in speech tend to represent

that existent'in-itself which is the indispensable presupposition

even for the kind of knowing we get in Pure Mathematics,
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as in some way or another a Real and to treat it as such.

And manifestly the "nature" attributed to the "circle" (not

to travel beyond Kant's) example is not nothing. It is a some"

thing and, moreover, a something whose existence and es'

sence is quite independent of whether or not a knowing con'

sciousness takes it for its object. It furnishes the rule for the

correctness or incorrectness of the empirical consciousness

which comes to a knowledge of itself in dealing with it. Such

a something exists, then, and determines knowledge, and yet

it has neither substantial nor functional reality or actuality.

There only remains for us, therefore, either to ascribe to it

a "being" peculiar to itself, which cannot be thought by

means of any of the above-mentioned categories, or else to

recognise and to find a name for its existence and its nor'

mative significance for knowledge as something peculiar,

essentially different from all "being." Related if not altogether

coincident lines of thought may be traced in antiquity: on

the one hand, Plato ascribed to ideas a "real being," an

ovtcoc; 6v; on the other, the Stoics put side by side

Xskt6v and 6v as the two highest kinds of tl, their most

general category. But this is no mere question of terminology

cal distinctions. For the first of these two paths necessarily

leads to the metaphysical theory of two worlds, to the as'

sumption of a higher existence (Sein) different from the

empirical. Such a metaphysical "being," or "over'being,"

however, can have, logically, no other content than the

"archetypes" of the (empirical) existent; and the kind of

existence which it has, if it is not (as thing'in'itself) to be

entirely undetermined, must be that of consciousness (Be'

wustsein), that is, it must be psychical. This has been the

historical result of the ambiguity of the dacb^iccTovin Platon'
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ism, and of the "super'sensuous" in Kant. Indeed, apart from

this transmutation into spiritual reality, that "super'existent
1 '

or "over'being" (Ubersein) threatens to become what cannot

in any wise be presented in thought, and has therefore been

more and more eliminated from the modern Theory of

Knowledge and Metaphysic. If we follow this line of

thought, however, all being acquires the character of the

"sensuous" and empirical, since the "sensuous," according

to the Kantian terminology, includes consciousness as psy

chical, as the determination of the inner sense. The shades of

meaning which the constitutive categories, or the forms and

the relations of being acquire through the intuitive moments

of time and space, are in complete accord with this view.

All the more necessary, then, is the second way out,

which Lotse followed when he coined the term "validity."

But the convenience of the expression, which this happily

chosen word supplies, does not absolve us from the task of

fixing exactly its significance in logical use. In the first place

we must exclude the psychological sense of the word, which

means more or less actual recognition, the fact that it is

believed on the part of the empirical consciousness. But we
must also exclude the normative significance of that'which'

ought'tO'be'believed, in so far as this is supposed to include

within itself in its entirety the postulate of general consent.

Both of these only contain the secondary relation, whether

normative or actual, between that which is valid and the

knowing consciousness; and just for that reason they pre

suppose the valid'in'itself as an element independent of the

movements of the empirical ideational process. But the nature

of this constituent which can determine the judgment while,

as the theory of categories shows, it also acquires a certain
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amount of constitutive significance (and this is also true of

the validity of mathematical relations for the theory of

Nature and for Nature itself)—this kind of existent, which

is yet not to involve any "being," forms the chief metalogical

problems of the theory of knowledge. It is in the main the

same difficulty which has existed from the beginning in the

interpretation of Kant's consciousness-in-general, which also

does not claim to be, and ought not to be, conceived either

psychologically or metaphysically; although, as we may see

from Kant himself, the difficulty of avoiding this double

danger is extreme.

That which remains to us after the exclusion of all the

metaphysical and psychological misinterpretations of both

these terms, of "the valid" as well as of "consciousness'in'

general,
1
' can, in my opinion, be nothing else than the sum'

total of the inter'connexions and relations between existents.

They are not themselves existents, either as things, as states,

or as activities; they can only become "actual
1
' as the content

of the psychical functions of knowing. But in itself the

realm of the valid is nothing else than the form and order

under which that which exists is determined. These forms are

valid in themselves, they are valid for that which exists and

they are valid for the process of knowing; but their validity

for being and for knowing is only grounded in the purely

essential validity which belongs to them in themselves. The
existent does not bring about this form and order, nor does

knowing produce them; but as there is no being which does

not exist in this form so there is no process of knowing which

does not make use of it. The relation between the valid and

the existent holds good for all Mathematics, geometrical or

arithmetical, and it also holds good of all the purely logical
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categories, whether reflective or constitutive. For even the

laws of thought of the reflective series of categories have been

found to be grounded in postulates which signify that the

existent is subject to form and order (cf. above, p. 29 fF.)

.

This relation between validity and existence, which is no

other than that of form and content, is the ultimate and irre-

ducible point, beyond which the analysis of knowledge can-

not pass. That order of the existent which validity means is

no stranger to being itself, although it appertains neither to

that which is contained in it nor to that which is derived from

it, but to something in it which is movable and which is akin

to it. Hence an explanation of this relation would refer us to

a still higher point of union, above validity and being, and is

therefore altogether impossible. But we here catch sight of

the reason why metalogical speculation can take, no other

path than that of a spiritualistic Metaphysic. If we want to

make the impossible possible, to conceive the forms of validity

which equally determine being and knowing, as themselves

in their turn something existent and active, there remains

nothing left to us, since they are given to us as objects of

our knowing, that is to say, in psychical actuality, than to

think the formal structure of the valid as a "spiritual order"

and to connect it with a spiritual first principle. The "central

Monad" of Leibniz;, Berkeley's "God," Kant's Intellectus

archetypus, Fichte's Ego, and Hegel's "Idea," are all attempts,

assertorical or problematical, to satisfy this want. But we
must at least remember, if we try to conceive validity as a

kind of psychical being or over-being, that between such a

world-ordering spirituality and our human spirit there is

about as much similarity as obtains, to speak Spinozistically,

between Canis signum coeleste and animal latrans.
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This comes out clearly in the fact that, for human know
ing, there is yet another relation between validity and being:

i.e. the discrepancy between form and content. All the ulti-

mate problems of the old Ontology and Metaphysics came

to this, that the presuppositions which are contained in the

demonstrative and determining forms of consciousness are

never completely satisfied in the data of experience. The
conceptual reconstruction which, e.g., B. Herbart regarded as

the essence of philosophy, has precisely as its task to trans-

form the naive but inadequate connexion between form and

content till these render each other complete mutual satis-

faction. But this antinomianism* can never be eradicated from

the nature of human thought, and it seems only to indicate

that the forms grounded in the general and all-pervading

elements of reason can never come to their own either per-

fectly or purely in the fragmentary and superficial content of

human experience. Hence the construction of objects in

human experience and science can never be more than pre
visional, and the attempt to think pure form objectively must

necessarily lead to its complete emptying of all content and

hence to its uselessness for the intellectual mastering of ex-

perience. Thus, within the category of inherence lies the

presupposition of persisting identity: but none of the "things
11

of perception do this full justice. Hence science supersedes

them by the concept of substances as true "real" things;

and since these concepts prove to be dependent on the con-

structional needs of the various disciplines, e.g. Physics,

Chemistry, Organology, Psychology, this line of thought

ends in the concept of thingnnntself . But as the idea of

"thing-in-itself ' has no content whatsoever, the synthesis of

the manifold which it signifies becomes dissolved and, in the
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strictest sense, objectless. A similar tragedy in the progress

of knowing may be seen when we ask what is meant by

happening. The further we pass beyond experience and isolate

the elements of the causal connexion, the more the living

activity is lost, in which, after all, the synthetic interconnex-

ion between antecedent and consequent consists. Finally,

in this antinomian insufficiency of existence as opposed to

validity we may remind ourselves of the fact which was

significant even for Plato, namely, that mathematical relations

are never perfectly realized in that which is. We need only

point here to the analogous and more palpable antinomies of

the ethical and aesthetic consciousness. Everywhere in the

human life of reason that which is super-human and univer-

sally valid appears as embedded in a being and happening

which indeed accommodates itself to it but can never com-

pletely assimilate it. npoGu^iEiTcu uev tt&vtcc toiocutcx stvca

olov £K£tvo, £otl be ocuTou cpauXoTEpoc (Plato, Phdd. 75 b)

But let us recall the fact that the different ways of solv-

ing the problem of Epistemology depend upon the doctrine

of categories; for the relation between objective thought and

that which exists is always determined by some category or

other. We shall find that all the way from naive to advanced

scientific thought it is the category of Likeness (Gleichheit)

,

a category of reflexion, which rules. It is taken as the funda-

mental condition of our apprehension of transcendent truth.

This is the standpoint of naive Realism; the world is as we

perceive it.

But I need not here show in detail how this way of look-

ing at things, so far as it relates itself to our knowledge of

external nature, has been driven out step by step by the

empirical sciences. If my view is right there remains only
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inner perception in which likeness, as of a copy or image, is

accepted as the criterion of truth for memory reproducing

the actual experience. Here alone, where the actual fact is

itself consciousness, is the knowledge of the fact either just

the fact itself or an immediate repetition and image of it;

that is to say, an image which no intervening medium has

distorted or obscured. It is only Psychology which can comply

with the demands of this naive conception of Truth; and even

it can do so only under strict limitations, methodically dc

duced from the nature of memory; for memory underlies

even the laws of the ordering, selecting, completing and

transforming apperception. But as to our perceptual knowl-

edge of the things of the external world, reflective thought

has long been accustomed to regard it from the standpoint of

the ancient Symbolism. Its elements are univocal signs which,

while they operate upon the perceiving consciousness, are

not therefore to be regarded as copies of things themselves.

This view applies the category of causality to the relation

between knowing and being, and we can understand how
it was that its final result was to put the serviceability of signs

and of combinations of signs in the place of their truth. The
simple semeiology of earlier times took the theoretical signi-

ficance of this view to be that the data of sensuous perception

do not exist as such really, but are only presentations or,

as they were then called, ideas. This is the historical meaning

of the term Idealism, which ought never to have been con-

fused with other significations. It holds, not that existence

must be denied to sense-data, but that psychical existence

must be attributed to them; and this—in spite of common
opinion—derogates so little from their value that a Lotse

can say that the blossoming in consciousness of these effects
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of things is unspeakably more valuable than anything which

may take place between things.

But the likeness of thought and thing can after all be

only partially, never totally, annulled: for that which is

thought as the empirical content of consciousness itself al'

ways remains (as is historically witnessed by the transforma-

tion of all Idealism into Spiritualism) an existent. Hence, in

this direction, lie a multitude of epistemological possibilities

which are distinguished from one another by the fact that

they bring different strata of ideas under the symbolic stand'

point. While elementary sensualistic Realism accepts the

data of sensuous perception as real, and, in accordance with

the Nominalistic prescription, regards all concepts and logical

relations as merely the effects of these upon consciousness,

Rationalistic Realism conversely combines the doctrine of

the subjectivity of the senscqualities with the view and the

purpose of converting real things into similar concepts. It

conceives them either according to the Mathematical Realism

of scientific theory under the purely quantitative determina'

tions of space, time and motion; or with the Ontological

Realism of the old metaphysic under purely categorical rela-

tions—but in both cases alike it proceeds in accordance with

the "dogmatic postulate
11

that the world is as we are obliged

to think it.

While I leave it to the reader to draw out the schema of

the categorical possibilities of the Theory of Knowledge,

finding a place among them for such historical curiosities

as Positivism, Solipsism, etc., I shall bring forward one more

version of the relation between thought and existence. The
symbolic and idealistic theories have been prone to substitute

for the relation of cause and effect, in which they had their
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historical beginnings, that of Reality and Appearance

(Wesen und Erscheinung) , which had another meaning,

within the series of the categories of inherence. "Phenom-

enon
11

(appearance) means, on the one side, the way in which

one thing is presented to another, but, on the other, the way
in which existence exhibits itself in its states and conditions.

There would therefore be no objection to Phenomenalism if,

combining the two meanings of the word, it represented the

content of consciousness in human knowledge as an appear-

ance in which the nature of being after a certain fashion ex-

hibits itself. But modern Philosophy for the most part does

not draw this conclusion; on the contrary, it accentuates,

one-sidedly and deliberately, that reality and appearance are

not the same. It seems to be accepted almost as an axiom that

the real must be different from its appearance and that

therefore the qualitative determination of the latter must

not be carried over to the former. The Idealism of Natural

Science, which attributes none of the qualitative contents of

perception to "real things,
11

but determines the latter entirely

quantitatively, has adopted this difference between reality

and appearance as a principle; and when, later, the spatial and

temporal moments, and even the psychical states, were in-

cluded in appearance, there was absolutely nothing left for

the thing-in-itself (which had to be something quite different

from the appearance) of the content experienced. Thus

Phenomenalism became Agnosticism. But the difference be-

tween the thing-in-itself and the phenomenon can never be

established; it ought, therefore, never to be posited assertor-

ically but only problematically. Nor does it follow from the

causal relation: for this relation holds good whether cause

and effect are like or unlike.
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The critical revision of this fundamental problem of the

Theory of Knowledge brings us therefore to the question

whether, among the different points of view of the natural

sciences, there are any arguments which compel us to regard

the existence which can be experienced and scientifically

dealt with as the "appearance" of a higher existence, of an

over'being which is a thing'in'itself and therefore unknowable.

So far as I can see the affirmative answer to this question is

not supported by theoretical arguments: the limitations of

human knowledge are rather to be found in another direction.

All scientific knowledge, as Methodology shows, presents a

piece cut ant of Reality, which, as synthetically complete,

never really exists. We must, in this sense, attribute not

existence but value to the object: still it contains pure mo-

ments of being and it includes them in an interconnexion

which is valid for that object. No description of facts can ever

completely comprise or imitate the reality with which it is

concerned: but it can weave the selected constituents into a

form which agrees with their real interconnexion. This is

true, however, in the highest degree, of theories. The generic

concepts and the laws of Natural Science are of course ab'

stractions which, as such, cut off from all particulars, do not

"exist": but they comprise all these particulars, they hold

good for them, they are the order or system in which the

actual nature of the things stands. Finally, the human sciences

abstract from the endless mass of events interconnexions

which, as they present them to us—aloof from and unaffected

by all the other things round about them—have never come

to pass. And yet these interconnexions, which represent the

"object" of historical investigation, bring out the significance

and value which lay within that which actually happened.
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Thus, out of the universe, out of the physical and historic

cal cosmos, each of the sciences forms in its "object" a little

world which is only a piece, but is still a piece, of that

great world. We have no reason to believe that "behind"

these particular worlds of knowledge a still higher one is

concealed, from which they, as its appearances, differ en'

tirely in content. But between the fragments which we thus

elaborate into knowledge there must be other fragments,

other "worlds
11

which have so far remained closed to our

outer and inner perception, and perhaps to our selective

synthesis. We are sure of this, because the particular worlds

which are accessible to the special sciences, one and all at their

boundaries point beyond themselves.

For such a selective theory of knowledge the "uncondi'

tioned,
11

in the original sense of Kant's transcendental dialec

tic, is nothing more than the "totality of the conditioned.

"

It does not therefore require the [XETafiaoio, £iq aAXo ysvoc;,

by means of which the thing'in'itself was transformed to a

qualitative Other. But this totality still retains enough un-

knowability to exclude all Metaphysic in the old dogmatic

sense of the word.

We men must content ourselves with this work of knowl-

edge, fragmentary as it is. For it is our own original work

—

a new creation of the spirit as much as are Art and the

moral life. It is true that the interconnexions whose validity,

we are certain, reaches beyond our human nature, imply the

postulate of a last unifying interconnexion of all reality. But

this whole is closed to our knowledge: we shall never know
more than a few fragments of it, and there is no prospect

of our ever being able to patch it together out of the scraps

that we can gather. The categorical relation of knowledge
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to being, of that which can be investigated to that which is

beyond investigation, is not that of appearance to thing-in-

itself, but of the parts to the whole. Absolute reality is not

something qualitatively other than the being we know, but

the one living whole of which we can only hew out pieces to

make into our world of knowledge. But this whole, if we
may think it under a category, is a self-articulated organism,

which cannot be spelt out from its parts (cf. above, p. 41 f.).

Hence modern Metaphysic, with its attempts to piece itself

together out of borrowings from the sciences, is far more

contemptible than the old Ontology which, starting from the

realm of validity, had at any rate the courage to attempt the

deduction of the inter-connexion of the universe as an articu-

lated whole. We have seen that this is denied to man. All

that we can do is to go on building up, by steady work, the

particular worlds of knowledge over the construction of

which we are masters, in the hope expressed in Goethe's

words: 7^un
} man \ommt wohl eine Strec\e!
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